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Foreword
In very broad terms, the topic of my research career, thus far, could be said to be an investigation of

the physical structure and dynamics of matter at the molecular level. In particular, the way in which the
microscopic details of the molecules affect macroscopic properties has often been the goal; be it the
relationship between molecular flexibility and the transport properties of the corresponding fluid or the
interaction of an ion with the polymer electrolyte matrix and the resulting electrical conductivity, for instance.
In all of this work the technique used has been molecular level simulation, mostly molecular dynamics (MD)
but also Monte Carlo (MC). All simulations have been carried out within a completely classical, often highly
simplified, World. The emphasis in this case being placed on generic behaviour and tests of theory rather
than direct comparisons with the real World. After all, many properties of matter don’t need to invoke
quantum mechanics to be explained and a theory which works for a truly classical system ought to work for
a real system which behaves to a high degree classically.

To a large extent classical dynamics is forced upon us in any case as the limited computing power
available dictates that studies of the motion of even a small number of molecules requires that we make this
approximation. Certainly this was true in the early 1980s, when I began my research career, and despite the
impressive rate at which computer technology has developed in the last two decades, this remains true today.
Indeed, we are still a long way off having the power to compute the motion of even a modest number of
atoms from a numerical solution of the time-dependent Schroedinger equation. Of course, techniques to treat
a small part, a reactive site for instance, of an otherwise classical system with some degree of quantum
mechanical approximation are emerging and in the immediate future offer the prospect, particularly if
coupled to parallel computers, of taking simulation a significant step forward. Anyway, the purpose here is to
look back rather than to look forward.

So how to summarize concisely the endeavours of the last 16 years? It’s important to state at the
outset that this period has encompassed a fairly frenetic period in the development of molecular simulations.
From the early days of simulations of purely atomic systems in the NVE ensemble things have come a long
way. Increasingly elaborate  in the types and size of molecules studied, the ensembles and boundary
conditions employed and also the computers used; first scalar, then vector and now parallel architectures. As
in many areas, the major driving force behind this rapid development has been the desire to do interesting
science on more and more complex systems. This desire pushes at the limits of the discipline and often
requires developments in the techniques. Certainly looking back some of these developments will turn out to
have been blind alleys or side issues, but this is just part of the normal “evolutionary” process. At the same
time, the implementation of the techniques used in simulation has had to adapt itself to the technology
available in order to get the most from advances in that area. Thus the science, the methodology and the
computer technology are intermingled in a way which might seem difficult to separate. Being actively
involved in this developmental period my research career mirrors this to a certain extent. In the following
summary I will try to unravel these interwoven threads and instead focus on the science within three broad
areas which account for a good deal, though by no means all, of my research to date.
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1. Molecular flexibility and mass and momentum transport

1.1 Introduction
A common thread running through my research career has been the connection between molecular

variables and the transport properties of fluids. This was originally the subject of my Ph. D. thesis which
was partly sponsored by Shell Research (Thornton, UK) who have obvious interests in improving the
performance of their lubricants. Later it was also the subject of a Shell sponsored post-doctoral contract and
one other Ph. D. studentship at UMIST. The objective of the work was to try and understand what
properties of a molecule affected most the ability of the corresponding bulk liquid to transfer mass and
momentum. By using computer simulation it was envisaged that one would be free from the situation in the
laboratory where one is generally forced to compare molecules which differ in many respects. Thus the
effect of changing just one parameter on a certain system property could be determined unambiguously. As
it turned out, this is not that straightforward and the reasons for this will be discussed. In later work ways
round the problem were found which do allow the desired comparisons to be made.

1.2 Homogeneous shear non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (HSNEMD)
With a clear need to obtain information on rheological properties much of the initial work involved

implementing homogeneous shear non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (HSNEMD) algorithms to simulate
periodic systems undergoing shear flow. Comparisons were then made for model diatomic systems of the
results obtained from both steady state and perturbation HSNEMD approaches to those obtained from the
equilibrium correlation function (Green-Kubo integrand) route to the shear viscosity. At the time it was
concluded that the steady state HSNEMD approach was the most reliable route to the shear viscosity.

In HSNEMD a simple modification of the periodic boundaries, very often used in molecular
simulations to reduce system size effects, can be made which leads to a constant shear rate, γ• , being set up
through the system in a smooth and gradient free manner. An illustration of these Lees-Edwards boundary
conditions 1 is shown in Fig. 1.2.1.
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Figure 1.2.1 Illustration of Lees-Edwards boundary conditions in 2-D for shear imposed in the xy
plane. Particles in the central shaded cell perceive their images in the layer above
moving at a velocity of γ• L and in the layer below at a velocity of -γ• L.

In a relative way, all particles see their images drifting past them in the same way. The infinite system is thus
completely homogeneous and free from the temperature and density gradients which complicate results
obtained from small systems by boundary driven methods. Once a steady state has been achieved the
viscosity can be calculated simply by averaging the relevant off-diagonal component of the pressure tensor
and then using Newton’s Law; for the geometry of Fig. 1.2.1 this gives

η(γ• )  =  –< >Pxy   / γ• (1)

 There is, however, one rather serious problem with HSNEMD in that to measure a viscosity with
any precision requires that the signal, < >Pxy  , be resolvable from the spontaneous fluctuations. For the size

of system generally used in MD (~103 atoms) a typical error on < >Pxy   would be ~1 bar (=105 Pa) even

for a 1 ns simulation. This implies that for good precision (1%) a shear rate of ~1010 s -1 has to be used for
a fluid with a viscosity of ~1 mPa s. This order of shear rate is far in excess of that accessible in the
laboratory experiments where 106 s -1 is considered as high. Moreover, the heat generated by the work done
on the system would accumulate in a periodic system, where there are no walls to conduct away the heat,
unless removed. In HSNEMD the heat can only be removed in a fictitious way by coupling some form of
“thermostat” to the particle momenta. Several variants of HSNEMD appeared in the literature following the
original work of Lees and Edwards but, thermostats aside, all correct ones reduce to integrating Newton’s
equations of motion in a frame of reference given by Lees-Edwards boundary conditions.

1.3 Diatomic fluids
Initial attempts to elucidate the influence of molecular parameters on the transport properties of

liquids first involved comparing the behaviour of systems comprising two-centre model rigid diatomic
molecules which differed only in the bond length. In terms of the σ parameter of the Lennard-Jones 12-6
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interatomic potential, the bond lengths were 0.608 and 1; the former value being that used in a study of liquid
chlorine from which the parameters were taken. This was more than sufficient to cause a significant
difference in the phase diagram of the two liquids and immediately led to the problem of how to make
meaningful comparisons. Clearly diffusion and viscosity are functions of the state variables so the key
question is how can one possibly separate the effect of the change in bond length from that of the change in
phase diagram? In the absence of any corresponding states criterion for diatomic fluids comparisons were
decided to be made under conditions of the same temperature and pressure. Two state points were chosen,
both at a temperature of 260 K, one at ambient pressure and one at a raised pressure of 1 GPa. Comparisons
between the fluids were then made not only for the equilibrium and shear rate dependent viscosities but also
the shear rate dependent alignment and thermodynamic properties and structure.

At ambient pressures the initially surprising result obtained was that the short bond length fluid was
more viscous. This could be rationalized by the fact that to maintain the same pressure the density of the
long bond length liquid had to be decreased substantially. At the higher pressure the situation was reversed
and although no correlation between the pressure dependence of viscosity was found, interestingly, the
density dependencies were quite similar suggesting that the lubrication industry’s pre-occupation with
pressure coefficients of viscosity perhaps led to some useful correlations being overlooked.

1.4 N-alkane fluids
1.4.1 Ethane vs. Propane

A study was then made of the model alkane-like liquids ethane and propane using two centre
(diatomic) and three centre (triatomic) united-atom representations, i.e. where one interaction site represents a
CH2 or CH3 group. Again no attempt was made to parametrize the models to comply with experimental data.
The models simply used the same mass and interaction parameters for each site so as to form an ideal
homologous series. Calculations of the viscosity at a temperature of 200 K and ambient pressure were made
using HSNEMD, both in steady state and perturbation mode, and also from the stress correlation function.
Conclusions regarding the efficacy of the different methods were the same as for the previous case. The
addition of the extra interaction site causes quite marked differences in the rheological properties with
propane being significantly more viscous and showing a greater dependence of viscosity with shear rate.
This study really just underlined the importance of the density of interaction sites in determining the
properties of the liquids.

1.4.2 Hexane vs. Flexane
The study on alkanes were then extended to a six-centre model of n-hexane. Up to that point in time

HSNEMD calculations had only been carried out on rigid molecules so the extension to systems of semi-
flexible molecules was novel in itself 2.  In the n-hexane study a comparison between more similar liquids
was achieved by simulating a second liquid, christened flexane, which was in every way identical to the model
of n-hexane except that the torsional potential, that hindering internal rotations, was set to zero. This was the
first attempt to look at the influence of molecular flexibility on transport properties.

From equilibrium simulations carried out at 200 K and 300 K there was clear evidence that these
liquids could be said to be much more in corresponding states than the previous comparisons. The diffusion
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coefficients at 200 K differed though significantly with a 70% enhancement of the diffusivity of flexane over
that of hexane 3. In terms of the centre-of-mass velocity correlation function this difference could be largely
explained by the much shallower first minima, i.e. less of a cage effect, in the flexane case as its enhanced
intramolecular flexibility allowed it to respond less as a rigid body. This difference largely disappeared at the
higher temperature as the diffusivity of hexane increased markedly quicker. It was concluded that this
increased correlation between intramolecular flexibility and translational diffusion came about not because of
any increase in conformational transitions, still relatively uncommon at 300 K, but because of the increased
amplitudes of torsional motions.

The non-equilibrium simulations also showed that the molecular flexibility had a strong influence; at
200 K the extrapolated zero shear rate viscosity of n-hexane being twice that of flexane 4. Again this
difference largely disappeared at 300 K, as it did also for the pressure, energy and molecular extension as
functions of the shear rate, and so the conclusions were much the same as for the case of mass transport.

1.5 Summary of Ph. D. thesis work
The greatest problem with the line of research summarized above is in separating the interesting

molecular effects from the associated changes in the phase diagram which are normally associated with any
change in molecular structure or interaction potential. This was particularly the case in the work on diatomics
and for the ethane/propane comparison. Although some progress was made in the hexane/flexane case, the
pressures for example differed by ~300 bar at the same temperature and density and, of course, there is
absolutely no guarantee that their phase behaviour would be similar at all state points. Thus, subsequent
work has avoided these complications by ensuring that the fluids compared do have exactly the same phase
diagram and only differ thus in their dynamic properties.

1.6 The effect of mass distribution in rigid triatomic molecules
To the above end, the effect of mass distribution on the viscosity and diffusion of model triatomic

molecules was studied 5 as part of a Shell sponsored post-doctoral research assistantship. In this case
equivalent states can be guaranteed for all the liquids so the comparison was free from the ambiguities of
earlier work. In the study the molecules consisted of three interaction sites separated by rigid bonds and with
a rigid tetrahedral bond angle. The total mass of the molecules was kept constant and  three mass
distributions were considered initially for which the points of interaction coincided with the points of mass.
For these liquids the mass ratios were 6-6-6 (A), 1-16-1 (B) and 8.5-1-8.5 (C). A fourth liquid (A+) was
also generated by arbitrarily increasing the momentum of inertia of molecules of A by a factor of 100; as the
equations of motion for the rotational and translational degrees of freedom were integrated separately this is
not a technical problem. All four liquids necessarily have the same equation of state. Simulations were
performed at 300 K both under equilibrium conditions and also using  HSNEMD.

The results showed that, of the three realistic mass distributions, fluid C had the lowest diffusion
coefficient whereas fluid A was the most viscous with differences in general being of the order of about
20%, well outside of the statistical errors. As expected the artificially enhanced moment of inertia fluid, A+,
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showed much greater differences being ~10 times more viscous and having a diffusion coefficient ~1/5 of
that of A.

It was thus demonstrated that simply changing the mass distribution can alter the coupling between
rotational and translational motions in a way which is sufficient to cause differences in the transport of mass
and momentum. Rationalizing these changes remains a formidable challenge to liquid state theory.

1.7 Frozen distribution sampling (FDS)
More recently the approach of comparing fluids with the same equation of state has taken a further

step forward with the development of the frozen distribution sampling (FDS) technique 6,7. The principal of
FDS is quite straightforward. If we were to take a macroscopic sample of a system of flexible molecules and
at some instant in time render all molecules completely rigid then the configurational probability densities are
the same in the flexible and frozen systems and thus all the configurational properties, energy, pressure etc.
must be the same. The theoretical justification of the technique is detailed in 6 as too is a demonstration of
the method for the case of n-butane. In practice the FDS procedure for the relatively small systems used in
simulations is slightly different. One begins with an equilibrated system of flexible molecules and at some
point in time the molecules are rendered completely rigid. For a certain amount of time the system is
followed before allowing the molecules to regain their flexibility. By alternating periods of flexibility with
those of rigidity a thorough sampling is made of the available configurational space. The time variation of the
torsional energy and the pressure during such a sequence of alternating frozen and flexible intervals is
shown in Fig. 1.7.1. for a system of n-butane 6.
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Figure 1.7.1 The time variation of the torsional energy and pressure during a 2 ns simulation of
butane during which molecules were rigidified and then allowed to flex alternately for
durations of 100 ps using the frozen distribution sampling method.
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In Fig. 1.7.1 it can be seen that the frozen intervals, those of constant torsional energy, don’t appear to cause
any perturbation in the behaviour of the pressure. Indeed, examinations of both the means and the
underlying distributions of configurational properties confirms the basis of FDS that the two systems are
thermodynamically the same 6.

In this study of n-butane 6 it was found that, at the state point chosen, there was little coupling
between the flexibility of the molecule and the mechanisms of mass and momentum transport; the diffusion
coefficient and the viscosity were the same, within errors, for both the flexible and rigid cases. Extension of
the study to other state points confirmed this conclusion 8.

In a subsequent paper FDS was used to re-examine the hexane vs. flexane comparison 3. Samples of
both hexane and flexane were subjected to FDS at a range of temperatures between 200 K and 1000 K 7.
The results obtained from equilibrium simulations for the diffusion coefficients of the four different fluids
are displayed in Fig. 1.7.2.
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Figure 1.7.2 The natural logarithm of the diffusion coefficient plotted as a function of temperature for
hexane, flexane, frozen hexane, and frozen flexane. A smooth curve has been fitted to the
data as a visual aid.

Throughout the entire temperature range the coupling with the torsional degrees of freedom leads to an
enhancement of the diffusion by about 20% in the case of hexane. Flexane shows considerably more
coupling at the lower temperatures and so it can be said that, in comparison, the coupling of the flexibility to
diffusion in hexane at low temperatures is rather weak. As the temperature is increased, and the torsional
energy barriers in hexane become smaller relative to kBT, there is a crossover to more flexane-like behaviour.
Analysis of velocity correlation functions and their power spectra led to the conclusion that outer dihedral
angles were mainly responsible for the coupling process. The results also confirmed the conclusion of the
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previous study in that it is not the differences in static configurational properties that leads to the different
diffusional behaviour of hexane and flexane but rather the differences in dynamical coupling.

1.8 Conclusions
Certainly the advent of the FDS technique represents a significant breakthrough in attempts to

resolve the effect of dynamic coupling on transport processes. It removes all the ambiguity which plagued
the early work in this area and opens the way to numerous possible applications in any area where it is
interesting to distinguish between dynamic and static contributions. The ultimate goal of designing
molecules to optimise certain aspects of their rheological properties still lies some way off but from such,
and further, studies some useful pointers can be drawn.

Before leaving this topic it is worth drawing attention to a couple of associated pieces of work. The
first is a detailed assessment of the HSNEMD technique and the second concerns a technique for measuring
rates of reaction in MD.

1.8.1 Boundary driven shear
In a project designed to examine the fundamental assumptions implicit in the homogeneous shear

non-equilibrium MD method, a study was made of boundary driven shear for a large system between
parallel planes 9. The model fluid was simply a system of spherical atoms interacting through a purely
repulsive potential and the walls were made up of layers of the same types of atoms held close to lattice
positions by harmonic potentials. To avoid having the results dominated by the boundary effects the
simulations used over 40000 atoms. Such system sizes weren’t feasible when boundary methods were first
attempted and abandoned in favour of HSNEMD; only recently has this kind of simulation been feasible
with the introduction of parallel computers. By translating the walls in opposite directions a shear flow is set
up within the fluid between them. The heat generated is removed in this case by rescaling the momenta of
just the wall particles. This means that within the fluid only the natural processes of conduction are in
operation. Consequently gradients of density and temperature exist in the system. These local average
density and local temperature at different points between the walls in the system were then used as inputs to
HSNEMD calculations, using much smaller samples of 1000 atoms, to see if these gave the same results.
Excellent agreement was found under those conditions where comparisons could be made. However, what
could not be justified was the extension of the HSNEMD technique to arbitrarily high shear rates where heat
is being generated at far higher rates than it could ever be conducted away by natural physical processes. The
use of artificial thermostats in HSNEMD means that heat can be removed at an arbitrary, and ultimately
unphysical, rate. It is not insignificant that the shear rates at which such phenomena as shear thickening,
normal pressure differences and non-equipartition of energy start to occur in simple atomic fluids 1 0 is well
into this unphysical regime. The now rather numerous HSNEMD studies which have reported such
“phenomena” must all be called into question. HSNEMD can be a useful way to extract the equilibrium
shear viscosity but not too much relevance can be attached to the results of ultra-high shear rate studies.

1.8.2 Rates of Reaction
An important development in the methodology of characterizing rates of conformational

isomerization has been made and its use demonstrated in the case of n-butane 1 1. Previously it had been
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thought that the correlation function relating the rate constant for the dynamic equilibrium between the
gauche and trans states was a collective property 1 2. However, a ‘thought experiment’ led directly to the
realisation that it is in fact the auto-correlation function for the state which is required. In this experiment we
identify a sub-system of molecules which at some particular time are all in the same state e.g. trans.
Instantaneously the distribution in this sub-system corresponds to a non-equilibrium state; it will be driven
subsequently towards an equilibrium distribution according to spontaneous fluctuations in the system. A
relaxation function can then be obtained by averaging the data obtained from many such sub-systems. This
function contains all the information required to define the relaxation of the system to equilibrium. It must be
emphasised that this involves no external disturbance of the system and all the analysis can be carried out by
post-processing the data from the equilibrium simulation.

Taking the bulk n-butane system as an example consider a system of N molecules. Let HT(αi(t)) be
the characteristic function of the trans state where  αi(t) is the dihedral angle of molecule i at time t and
                                                                HT(αi(t))= 1    if   -60° < αi(t) < 60°

                                           otherwise      HT(αi(t)) = 0

The number of molecules in the trans state at a particular time t0 can then be written as

NT(t0) =  ∑
i=1

N
 HT(αi(t0)) 

At a later time t0+t the number that are in the trans state of those that were originally trans is simply

NT(t0,t0+t) =∑
i=1

N
 HT(αi(t0))HT(αi(t0+t)) 

as only those terms where both H functions are equal to one contribute to the sum. The relaxation function,
RTT(t),  in this case can be defined as

RTT(t) = 
<NT(t0,t0+t)>

N   = < >HT(αi(0))HT(αi(t))  

where the angle bracket denotes an average over time origins, t0. Clearly RTT(0)=<XT(t)>=<XT>, i.e. the mean
fraction of molecules in the trans state, and at long times RTT(t) will tend to <XT>2.

RTT(t) has exactly the time dependence required to describe the way in which on average
conformational equilibrium is established in a sub-system. By selecting that subset of particles which are
trans at any particular point in time we perform an analysis similar to the non-equilibrium experiment of
Edberg et al 1 3 without disturbing the system at all. The comparison with their approach can be obtained
simply by dividing RTT(t) by <XT> which is tantamount to starting with a configuration of all trans
molecules.

A demonstration of the power of this technique was given for the case of n-butane 1 1 where it was
found that the long accepted two-rate-constant mechanism,
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was inadequate. In particular it did not explain the observed behaviour of the following relaxation functions

 RG±G+_(t)  =  
< >∑

i=1

N
 HG±(αi(t0))HG+_(αi(t0+t))

N  

which determine the way in which the population of the opposite, initially unoccupied, gauche well  changes
with time given that the trans well is also initially unoccupied. Examination of the results obtained revealed
immediately that the rate of change of RG±G+_(t)  was not consistent with the kinetic equations of the original
mechanism which predicted zero slope at t=0. It could thus be concluded that the traditional trans⇔gauche
interconversion mechanism was not sufficient to explain the observed data. Only by including direct gauche-
gauche interconversions through the trans well could the data be explained, i.e. a mechanism of the form

G        T        G- +
k k

k

TGTG

GT k GT

k GG

GGk

In this mechanism direct interconversions are postulated between the two gauche states and so a third rate
constant kGG has been introduced. The third process involves direct G→G transitions via the trans well.
They do not involve crossings of the very high G-⇔G+ barrier. These are close to adiabatic or resonant
transitions in which there is not sufficient energy dissipated for the molecule to settle in the trans
configuration.
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In some further work the method by which transition state theory estimates of the rate constant may
be calculated from simulation data have been discussed 14,15. In particular, it was shown that care has to be
taken when calculating the average velocity along the reaction coordinate at the barrier. If this is computed
just from actual barrier crossings then a systematic overestimation by a factor of exactly π/2 occurs. Further
analysis allowed the connection between the barrier crossing rate and the transition state theory value for the
rate constant to be established. Rate constants determined by the "reactive flux" method were compared with
values obtained using the relaxation function approach in the case of liquid n-butane. The results of this
comparison had implications regarding the identification of the plateau value when using the reactive flux
method. A straightforward procedure was described which can establish confidence limits for rate constants
calculated in this way.
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2. Polymers

2.1 Introduction
The initial interest in polymers stemmed from a short 3 month contract with Du Pont on the

mechanical properties of the amorphous/crystalline interface; of which more will be said in the next section.
The model polymer used was simply an extension of the united-atom model of n-alkanes used in the thesis
work. From this modest beginning has developed a body of work which, for the purposes of this summary,
has been separated into four areas: mechanical properties, chain configurations in the melt, constructing
samples of amorphous polymers and polymer electrolytes. The boundaries between them are not so clear cut
as certain aspects of the work come into more than one area. In particular, a lot of the work required, as a
starting point, a sample of an amorphous polymer. This is not a trivial matter as the relaxation times of
chains of relatively moderate length far exceeds that which can ever be possibly simulated. Thus, a “good”
initial guess of the structure is highly desirable. This then leads to questions about the predictability of
polymer chains in the bulk melt. If we know what these are then at least we have some hope of short-
circuiting the otherwise prohibitive procedure of waiting for nature to take its course.

2.2 Mechanical properties
2.2.1 Amorphous/crystalline interface

As stated above, the united atom model of n-alkanes, developed during the course of the thesis
studies, was used in a study of the amorphous/crystalline interface of polymers 1 6. The interest being in the
tensile properties of fibres and how they are affected by the way in which the amorphous component
connects the crystallites.

In the study a lamina model was used in which the chains were suspended between two fixed parallel
planes representing the faces of adjacent crystallites. Results were then generated both for an ordered
structure, consisting of 16 chains of 25 sites per chain, and an amorphous structure which was generated by
an elaborate growth procedure and which contained not only chains attached to both crystallites but also
loose ends and loops (chains re-entering into the same face). Both structures were then brought to
equilibrium at 300 K and the tension was then measured as a function of the distance apart of the crystallites,
thus giving a stress vs strain curve. From these curves it was established that the Young’s moduli in the two
systems differed by a factor of 10. For the aligned system the power spectrum of the stress autocorrelation
showed distinct peaks attributable to the accordion modes of the chains (angle bending deformations). The
associated dispersion plot was used to obtain the Young’s modulus via the speed of sound route. This value
was found to be in good agreement with that from the stress vs. strain curve.

The great difficulty with this kind of study is the creation of a realistic model of the
amorphous/crystalline interface. With very little evidence to go on the possible ways in which the amorphous
region can be generated are numerous. At the time it was too costly to even begin to explore the dynamic
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behaviour of a relatively simple model interface with respect to the distance between the planes and the
various other growth control factors employed.

2.2.2 Amorphous systems
In principal, purely amorphous polymers are a simpler problem to tackle as one has at least a

reasonable starting point for the structure in that of the corresponding bulk melt. Although, as mentioned
above, it requires techniques to predict this structure in order to short-circuit the long equilibration times of
ensembles of polymer chains, there are good reasons to suggest that this is a tractable problem; more about
this will be said in subsequent sections.

As well as the problem of generating relaxed samples of amorphous polymers there is also the
problem of how to determine their mechanical properties. In the initial work on the amorphous/crystalline
interface there were boundaries which could be moved in order to apply strain to the system. In the purely
amorphous case it is more sensible to use periodic boundaries in order to have a homogeneous system. A
method was thus developed in order to be able to apply external pressure fields to the relaxed amorphous
samples 1 7. The method chosen was based on constant-temperature constant-pressure loose-coupling ideas
of Berendsen et al 1 8. Adaptations were made to the original method though to ensure that initially symmetric
MD boxes remained symmetric. The choice of the loose-coupling method in preference to the more rigorous
Rahman-Parrinello (RP) technique 1 9 was made for two reasons. First, the inclusion of rigid constraints into
the Lagrangian, required for the RP technique, is a difficult, and at the time unsolved, problem. Second, the
pressure differential between the externally applied and internally measured pressure tensor is coupled to the
first derivative of the box basis vectors in loose-coupling, rather than the second derivative in the RP
technique. Thus the motion of the box is over damped and has little tendency to oscillate as can be the case
with RP, this was seen as an important advantage when it comes to performing mechanical experiments with
time-dependent pressure fields.

With this technique the properties of a linear polymer model, resembling polyethylene, have been
studied over a wide range of temperature 2 0. Five independent samples containing just one long chain of
1000 sites each were generated and equilibrated at 500 K. Samples at different temperatures were then
obtained either by heating or cooling. The average density as a function of temperature is shown in Fig.
2.2.1 for these samples.
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Figure 2.2.1 The average density of the polymer model at a pressure of 1 bar as a function of
temperature. The initial samples were grown and relaxed at 500 K and samples at other
temperatures were prepared by heating or cooling at a rate of 1 K ps-1. The interaction
potential was adjusted to give a density at 500 K which corresponds approximately to the
extrapolation of experimental data for molten polyethylene (dotted line). The spread in
the results from the five independent samples is less than the size of the symbols.

To investigate the mechanical properties the sets of relaxed samples at each of the five temperatures
were subjected to a gradually increasing uniaxial tension by changing the y component of the applied
pressure tensor; two different values for the tension application rate were used, 5 bar ps-1 and 1 bar ps-1, in
order to gauge the extent to which the measured properties were rate dependent. The primary interest in these
experiments is the strain induced in the sample. The applied tension is then best considered as a control
variable which produces a change in the strain the response to which is the measured tension. In these kind
of experiments both the strain and the tension are thus dependent variables. The method is preferable to
direct control of the strain since there is no way a priori of predicting how the shape or density of the
sample will respond to a change in the external conditions. Studies which maintain a constant volume impose
a value of 0.5 for Poisson's ratio and are equivalent to applying a complex pressure field which makes
interpretation and comparison with real systems more difficult.

By applying uniaxial tension the elasticity, yield and plastic flow of low temperature samples and the
viscoelasticity of higher temperature samples was characterized. The average response to tension of the
model polymer samples is shown in Fig. 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.2.2 The measured tension as a function of the percentage extension for tension applied at a
rate of 5 bar ps-1. The data at each temperature represent the average behaviour over 5
independent samples.

Qualitative comparisons showed that there were strong similarities between these short time (~1 ns)
simulations and laboratory measurements despite the large difference in time scales. The extensional
(Young's) modulus derived from the initial slopes of the plots shown in Fig. 2.2.2 are shown in Fig. 2.2.3.
They have values typical of a glassy solid for T ≤ 100 K and show a significant decrease as the temperature
is raised.
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Figure 2.2.3 Extensional (Young's) modulus obtained from small (<5%) strain behaviour as a
function of temperature. The squares and circles refer to the data obtained at tension
application rates of 5 bar ps-1 and 1 bar ps-1 respectively.
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The high temperature of the glass transformation, as characterized by the disappearance of a yield
stress, and the breadth of the transformation region, as characterized by density and modulus, can both be
explained in terms of the ultra short time scale of the computer experiments. First of all, the simulated
samples are cooled at very high rates compared to experiment thus the structural relaxation rates begin to lag
behind the rate of perturbation of the system at quite high temperatures so the transformation starts well
above the "normal" glass transition temperature. Secondly, these types of materials show a marked
temperature dependence of the activation energies (Ea) for structural relaxation processes. At low
temperatures Ea becomes extremely large and relaxation times may change by one or two orders of
magnitude over a few degrees - thus producing a very sharp transition. At high temperatures a much smaller
value of Ea means that the same change occurs over a much wider temperature range - thus producing a
broad transformation.

Despite the lack of resolution regarding the glass transition, the fact that a model as simple as a 1000
site chain filling space via the replicative properties of periodic boundaries displays many of the
characteristics of real systems was quite remarkable. In some further work the same model was used to
investigate the configurational dependence of the mechanical properties.

2.2.3 Effect of chain configuration on mechanical properties
An interesting question in polymer physics concerns the configuration of the chains in a glassy

polymer and the effect this has on mechanical properties. In the laboratory this is a difficult question to
answer unambiguously as it is difficult to alter chain topology without changing the chemistry of the
polymer. The control that can be exercised over the sample generation has allowed simulation, however, to
make a systematic study of this effect 2 1. In this study, samples of the same model of a linear polymer were
prepared in four different ways at a temperature well below the glass transition. Two parameters were used to
characterize the resultant chain topologies, a correlation length, a, and the percentage of trans conformers.
The values of these two parameters for the four preparation procedures (five independent samples in each
case) is summarized in the following table:

SAMPLE SETS % trans a / Å

A - Cooled from the melt at 500 K 78 ~5
B - Grown at 200 K 82 ~16
C - As B but annealed at 1000 K
      for 100 ps

77 ~12

D - Grown at 105 K 70 ~6

These samples were then subjected to uniaxial extension tests in the same manner as described in the
previous section. The resulting stress vs strain plots are shown in Fig. 2.2.4.
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Figure 2.2.4 Measured tension plotted as a function of the percentage extension for the four sets of
samples (see table) of the model linear polymer subjected to an applied uniaxial tension
increasing at a rate of 5 bar ps-1.

The plot demonstrates very clearly the effect chain configurations can have on the mechanical properties. Up
to about 10% strain though the differences are fairly small. At larger strains samples B and C start to show
enhanced resistance to extension beyond the point at which the A samples yield (~20% extension). The high
%trans-high correlation length sample (set B) show the largest extent of strain hardening and in particular
produce significantly more stress than the set C which, within the error, has a similar correlation length but
lower trans fraction. Conversely sample set C has practically the same %trans as set A so the difference
here must be due to their contrasting configurational structure. Set D shows the lowest resistance of all to the
applied tension as was expected from its highly coiled structure with a smaller fraction of trans conformers.
Thus it can be concluded from this study that both an increase in the persistence length and an increase in
the trans fraction can independently contribute to strain hardening.

2.2.4 Conclusions
For either purely amorphous or purely crystalline polymers the methods outlined above are capable

of elucidating the stress vs. strain behaviour for a number of applied perturbations (shear, extension,
compression etc.). In the amorphous case it is important to remember that the response is likely to be highly
time-dependent and so comparisons with experiments made on laboratory time scales have to be made with
this in mind. Another way of consider this is in terms of frequency. In the laboratory a dynamic mechanical
measurement would be performed typically at frequencies of 1 Hz. In the MD simulation the same kind of
low-amplitude oscillatory-strain experiments can be done but only at frequencies in the GHz regime.
Nevertheless there are similar problems linking the different frequency regimes probed by dynamic
mechanical analysis and, say, dielectric measurements. There is, therefore, some scope in looking into the
overlap between these techniques.
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For the semi-crystalline polymers the problem still remains as to what is their structure. Although it
is clear that structure exists on various scales, at the smallest scale crystal lamellae of thicknesses measured
in nanometres are separated by amorphous regions. Since the lamella thickness is generally much less than
the stretched out length of the individual chains it is widely thought that chain folding occurs and that chains
may span several crystallites and amorphous regions. There is indeed much speculation regarding the
structures of chains in these regions but very little in the way of hard evidence. Yet it is the details of the
coupling of the crystallite and amorphous regions which is crucial when it comes to the mechanical
properties. With the advent of massively parallel computers it is becoming feasible to think in terms of
performing a very large scale simulation of a relatively simple polymer model in order to follow the process
of cooling from the melt and, at least, the initial formation of crystal nuclei.

2.3 Constructing samples of amorphous polymers
One of the basic problems regarding the simulation of polymers in the amorphous state is how can

an initial configuration be generated when it is known that configurational relaxation times of even modest
length chains (1000 monomers) are far longer than can ever be simulated using classical atomistic MD. In
the previous section it has been demonstrated that the details of the generation procedure are indeed very
important so it is clear that this is quite different to the situation in low molecular weight liquids where the
method of sample preparation is generally irrelevant.

2.3.1 Excluded volume growth (EVG)
Initial attempts at generating amorphous structures used self-avoiding walks within the confines of

the periodic cell 22,23. In brief, the procedure involved adding sites sequentially with equilibrium bond lengths
and angles and a random torsion angle. A new site was accepted on the basis of the total energy difference,
ΔΦ, caused by the introduction of the extra site by comparing the Boltzmann factor, exp(-ΔΦ/kBT), to a
random number generated on the interval 0 to 1; the new site being accepted if the random number is less
than the Boltzmann factor. As the chain is generated the density of sites increases and it becomes
increasingly difficult to add sites. To overcome some traps backtracking was incorporated into the method in
which sites could also be removed as well as added. Despite these modifications the densities that could be
achieved were fairly low and thus a certain amount of volume relaxation had to be done using constant
pressure MD. A far more serious problem was that the chain statistics were quite biased. At the start of the
growth procedure the density is effectively very low and sites are added very easily. Towards the end the
density is relatively high and it becomes increasingly more difficult to add sites. This manifests itself in an
increase in the fraction of gauche conformations.

2.3.2 Phantom Chain Growth (PCG)
To avoid the problems of growing into an ever increasing density, the phantom chain growth (PCG)

method was devised 2 3. In this method sites are again added sequentially but the range of interaction is
limited. In the united-atom polyethylene type chains this meant that only neighbouring torsions were taken
into account ("pentane effect") when calculating energy differences. This is in keeping with the spirit of
Flory's ideas concerning the configurations of homopolymers in the melt. The problem with this approach is
that at the end of the growth procedure there are a large number of high energy overlaps between sites and it
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is not possible to begin an MD simulation at the required density with all the non-bonded interactions
switched fully on. The most satisfactory way that was found to do this was using a truncated force potential
2 3. Beyond an inner cutoff the repulsive non-bonded force between two sites is fixed at the value at this
cutoff. By doing this and gradually reducing the inner cutoff until the full potential can be switched on
allows the excluded volume to be introduced gradually. The advantages of PCG over EVG have been
demonstrated in 2 3. Essentially the chains are a good deal less biased in their configurations and time is
saved as systems can be prepared directly at any desired density.

2.3.3 Pivot Monte Carlo sampling
Although PCG represented a big improvement over the EVG technique it nevertheless represents a

form of sampling which introduces a bias into the chain statistics. In a further paper details of an
improvement have been given 2 4 which completely removes any bias. The method simply involves using a
Monte Carlo pivot algorithm to sample efficiently the bond angle and torsion angle phase space of a single
isolated chains in which only specific non-bonded interactions are included in the Hamiltonian. A
comparison of the PCG sampled chains with those obtained using the pivot MC algorithm 2 4 revealed that
the bias increases with chain length to an extent where for 1000 site chains the mean square radius of
gyration, <S2>, of PCG chains is ~10% less than the unbiased pivot MC value. Figure 2.3.1 shows a plot of
the probability density of S2 for chains of this length. Similar behaviour is found for the fraction of trans
conformers.
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Figure 2.3.1 The probability density of mean square radii of gyration obtained for chains of n=1000

sites at 500 K using pivot MC sampling and the PCG method on isolated chains. Note
how the inherent bias in PCG distorts the distribution towards shorter values of S2.
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The bias produced by PCG at the growth stage is not surprisingly retained by the chains when the
excluded volume is introduced. A demonstration of this effect is given in Fig. 2.3.2 where results are shown
for the variation of <S2> with time following the introduction of excluded volume for systems containing ten
(united-atom n-alkane-like) chains of n=100 sites per chain; the results being averaged over 512 independent
samples in each case.
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Figure 2.3.2 The behaviour of the mean squared radius of gyration with time for n=100 site chains
grown using the pivot MC algorithm and the PCG method at 500 K. Both results are
averages from 512 independent simulations with each sample containing 10 chains. A
rapid initial depression in the value of <S2> as excluded volume is introduced is
followed by a very long time scale relaxation back towards the theoretical result shown
by the dashed line.

Apart from demonstrating the effect the bias PCG imparts to chain, Fig. 2.3.2 also illustrates an
awkward problem associated with the introduction of excluded volume. Despite the pivot MC sampled
chains having the theoretical statistics of  chains in the actual bulk melt (in the next section evidence will be
given to demonstrate the agreement between theory and simulation for this system) the introduction of the
excluded volume perturbs this carefully prepared distribution. On the time scale of Fig. 2.3.2 this is not
obvious as the perturbation occurs within the first few picoseconds where all the high energy overlaps are
removed; the theoretical value (dashed line on Fig. 2.3.2) and the initial pivot MC value are one and the same
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within errors. Once perturbed the distribution only returns to that desired at a rate determined by the natural
relaxation processes in the system, i.e. exactly the situation such preparation schemes are trying to avoid.

This problem has been studied in greater detail for n=50 chains 2 4 where various attempts were made
to avoid the initial disruption to the prepared chain statistics. Slowing the rate of introduction of excluded
volume just slowed the rate at which the perturbation occurred and did not alleviate its extent and so was
counter productive. Similarly, attempts to preserve the chain distribution by using energy minimisation
instead of MD to remove the high energy overlaps did not help and just delayed the seemingly inevitable.
Suspicions that the real chain statistics in the bulk melt and those obtained by pivot MC on isolated chains
were different in some subtle higher order way were scotched by taking samples of fully relaxed chains,
randomising the orientations and centre of mass positions of the chains and then re-introducing the excluded
volume. Again the same perturbation was observed as is demonstrated in Fig. 2.3.3.
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Figure 2.3.3 The effect of the initial distribution of chains on the behaviour of the mean square radius
of gyration during the introduction of excluded volume. The results plotted are from
averages over 64 independent samples of N=20 chains of n=50 sites per chain. The
results for a set of 64 samples grown using the pivot MC method is compared to a
second set of 64 obtained by randomising the orientations and centres-of-mass only of
chains taken from MD equilibrated bulk fluid configurations.
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2.3.4 Conclusions
Pivot MC sampling has clear advantages over the earlier methods of sampling chain configurations.

Not only does it produce a distribution of configurations which is unbiased, it can also produce a
distribution close to that actually found in the bulk melt; a point which will be expanded on in the next
section.

Unfortunately, the rather drastic changes that accompany the introduction of excluded volume render
our careful preparation of the initial distribution of chains somewhat in vain. The perturbations in S2 amount
to about 5% which may or may not be significant depending on the property of interest, e.g. moduli,
penetrant diffusion, etc. Such questions remain largely unanswered.

In hindsight it was perhaps naive to expect that a random selection of chains placed in a periodic MD
cell will fill the space very uniformly or could ever do so without undergoing some internal distortion. If we
take an equilibrium fluid configuration of chains, randomise positions and orientations, as in the experiment
described above, would the chances of re-assembling anything close to the original space-filling
configuration be anything other than infinitesimally small? This would be a complex 3-D jigsaw  problem
even if we knew that the "pieces" did fit together.

2.4 Configurations of chains in the melt
2.4.1 Introduction

General issues regarding the predictability of the configurations of chain molecules in the melt were
raised during the course of the work, described in the previous section, concerning the preparation of
samples of amorphous polymers. In essence, if the configurations of polymer chains in the melt were
predictable then we have a sound basis on which to construct models of amorphous polymers. It has thus
been seen as of prime importance to establish to what extent, and for which systems, the melt configurations
are predictable.

In the examples which follow the approach has been the same. The configurations of chains in the
simulated bulk melt are compared to those expected from "theory". The initial work here has again
concerned simple linear n-alkane-like chains but then interest has turned to more realistic models of the
polymers polyethylene oxide (PEO) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) which contain explicit hydrogens and,
perhaps more importantly, partial charges. The "theory" is based on the ideas of Flory who has argued that
there is complete screening of long range interactions in pure melts composed of linear homo-polymers 2 5.
The random coils adopted by the molecules are not expanded, as is often the case in a good solvent at high
dilution, nor contracted, as they may be in a poor solvent. The dimensions of the chains in the melt can then
be determined by considering isolated chains with only a certain number of specific near-neighbour
interactions. This is the basis of Flory's analysis of chain structure and is a fundamental premise
underpinning the rotational isomeric state (RIS) theory approximation 2 5. Although there is some evidence in
support of Flory's hypothesis 2 6 precise experimental measurements at high concentrations are difficult to
make. Hence simulation is a much more satisfactory way to perform an unambiguous test of these ideas as
exactly the same model is used both in the theory and in the bulk melt simulations.
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2.4.2 Linear n-alkane-like chains
In an initial study, molecular dynamics (MD) was used to determine the dimensions of fully

interacting chains with n=4, 5, 8, 20, 50, 100 interaction sites in the pure liquids which were then compared to
the results of Monte Carlo (MC) sampling of chains generated using the Flory model in which only
correlations between nearest neighbour torsion angles are considered 2 7. To obtain results of high precision
for the n=50 and n=100 liquids, averages were taken over a number of independent systems. To facilitate
this calculation a massively parallel Fujitsu AP1000 computer was programmed in such a way that each of
its processors carried out an independent simulation simultaneously. This "cloning" approach to performing
MD simulations is a simple and very efficient alternative to other strategies which spread one simulation
across all processors.

A comparison of the relaxational behaviour obtained by MD for the n=100, n=50, n=20 and n=4
bulk melt systems is shown in Fig. 2.4.1 where the mean square radii of gyration, < >S2  , have been plotted

in a normalized form, i.e. divided by the "theoretical" values derived from the MC calculation, as a function
of time.
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Figure 2.4.1 The relaxation of the mean proportion of the mean squared radius of gyration from the

MD simulations of systems of n=100, n=50, n=20 and n=4 site chains at 500 K. The
normalizing theoretical values are those generated using the pivot MC algorithm for the
Flory type chains.
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As was pointed out in the previous section, the introduction of excluded volume during the first few
picoseconds causes significant perturbation of the < >S2  . The subsequent rate of relaxation of < >S2   for

n=50 and particularly n=100 is clearly slow on the time scale of the MD simulations. Although less precise
the n=50 results appear to have relaxed within 1 ns to a value very close to that predicted by the theory. The

< >S2   values for the n=4 systems show some small but significant differences which vary according to the

density. Such "solvent" effects are not taken into account by the theory; further discussion of this point can
be found in 2 7.

More convincing evidence that the theory does indeed work very well can be gained by examining
the underlying distribution of square radii of gyration. Such a distribution is plotted in Fig. 2.4.2 for the
relaxed n=50 chains.
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Figure 2.4.2 The probability density for the mean square radius of gyration obtained from the period
1000→2140 ps of the MD simulation of 64 systems each containing 20 n=50 site chains.
The theoretical distribution obtained from the MC pivot algorithm sampling of isolated
chains (thick line) is also shown.

The good agreement between the theory and MD results shown by the relaxed n=50 site chains compares
starkly with that of the clearly unrelaxed n=100 site chains; see  Fig. 2.4.3.
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Figure 2.4.3 As Fig. 2.4.2 for the period 1085→1745 ps of the MD simulation of 512 systems
containing 10 n=100 site chains. Note that the MD distribution has not reached
equilibrium.

In the case of the n=100 site chains the "cloning" approach to parallel MD is not particular suitable
as the relaxation times are too long given the limited speed of the CPUs used. For this reason a domain
decomposition (DD) approach was used instead so as to spread a large scale simulation over a number of
processors. In principal the DD approach is not limited by the speed of individual processors as we can
always use more processors on the problem. The code developed utilised the same minimum communication
scheme as previously developed for evaluating efficiently the non-bonded pair interactions in purely atomic
systems 2 8 but could also handle the three- and four-body potentials, required for the linear chain models,
and also included a parallel version of the SHAKE routine for maintaining the rigid bond constraints 2 9.

With this program running on a Fujitsu AP1000 with 1024 processors it was possible to perform a
much longer simulation of ~8 ns on just one large system containing N=640 n=100 site chains 3 0. The
relaxation of the mean squared radius of gyration in this case is shown in Fig. 2.4.4 where it is compared to
the previous cloning result obtained from 512 samples of N=10 chains per sample.
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Figure 2.4.4 The relaxation of the mean square radius of gyration. The result from the large system

containing N=640 chains is compared to that obtained previously for systems containing
just 10 chains. When relaxed fully it can be seen that < >S2   tends to the value predicted

by theory. The two error bars shown indicate the relative precision of the two
simulations.

Although it is true that the equilibrium value of < >S2   is as yet unknown for the N=10 system, the

similarity of the initial relaxation suggests that the value of < >S2   is apparently insensitive to a 64-fold

increase in the size of the sample. For the large sample containing 640 chains the ratio of the root-mean-
square end-to-end distance to the unit cell length, < >R2  1/2/L = 0.39, whereas for the smaller samples < >R2

1/2/L = 1.56, implying that sites at one end of a chain will be interacting with images of sites at the other end
of the same chain. That this has apparently no noticeable effect on the configurational properties can be
explained by the short  correlation length along alkane chains. Further comparisons of the two system sizes
are made in 3 0. It is shown that the auto-correlation function for the square end-to-end distance is also largely
number-independent. Where the N-dependence does show up though is in the diffusional behaviour of the
chains. The N=10 samples show a clear depression of the diffusivity with respect to the N=640 sample.

The evidence shown in Fig. 2.4.4, that when the n=100 chains can be fully relaxed the results agree
well with the theory, is backed up the underlying distribution of square radii of gyration shown in Fig. 2.4.5.
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Figure 2.4.5 The probability density for the mean square radius of gyration obtained from the period
5 → 7.7 ns of the MD simulation of N=640 n=100-site chains. The theoretical
distribution (thick line) is also shown.

Thus in conclusion it can be said that for the n-alkane-like chains Flory's notion leads to predictions
of the bulk melt configurations which are in exceptionally good agreement to that actually found. There is,
thus, a sound basis in this particular case for growth procedures based on the sampling of isolated chains
subject to near-neighbour interactions only. The question that naturally follows is can this be extended to
other models of polymers, in particular those which are more "realistic" containing all atoms and in particular
have less uniform non-bonded interactions, i.e. Coulomb charge-charge interactions. In the following
sections is described attempts to answer this question.

2.4.3 Polyethylene oxide (PEO)
In a study designed to test the extent to which the chain dimensions of polymers could be predicted

the configurations of a series of diethyl ether chain molecules with the general formula
C2H5-O-(CH2-CH2-O)m-C2H5, i.e. homologues of poly(ethylene oxide), PEO, were determined from NpT
molecular dynamics simulations of the pure melts at 400 K 3 1. As in the previous section, the results were
compared to those predicted by a pivot Monte Carlo sampling method based on the assumption that  chain
configurations in the melt are largely determined by highly localized intramolecular near-neighbour
interactions. In this case, though, the model polymer contained explicit hydrogens and, in addition, each atom
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carried a partial charge. A comparison of the theory and bulk melt results is shown in Fig. 2.4.6 using in this
case the characteristic ratio Cnb, defined as

Cnb = 
<R2>

(nb-1)<l2>
 

where <R2> is the mean square end-to-end distance, (nb-1) is the number of backbone bonds and <l2> the
mean of the square of their lengths. Cnb is plotted in Fig. 2.4.6 as a function of chain length for PMC-

sampled and MD-relaxed chains.
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Figure 2.4.6 Variation at 400 K of the characteristic ratio, Cnb, with the number of backbone atoms
in a chain, nb, for the PMC- sampled (filled circles) and MD-relaxed (open squares)

chains. The dashed lines are non-linear least squares fits to the form shown.

The discrepancy in this case is clearly quite large. From further simulations carried out on the same chains in
the absence of partial charges it was evident that the difference was due to the Coulombic interactions 3 1; the
uncharged chains having dimensions in as good agreement with the theory as in the n-alkane-like case.
Various attempts to modify the nature of the local Coulombic interactions, e.g. by adjusting the range of the
"local" interactions or screening the Coulomb potential, did not lead to any better agreement 3 1.

The implication of this study is that packing effects can have a significant influence on the
configurations of chains in the bulk melt when charges are present. Sampling under conditions where
intermolecular and non-local intramolecular interactions are ignored is thus not a completely valid
approximation for these types of chains. Clearly, RIS studies which obtain good agreement with
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experimental evidence are taking implicitly into account this effect in their parametrisation procedure. In
principle, it would also be possible to use a completely different set of potential parameters in the PMC-
sampling procedure than the ones used in the bulk melt simulations in order to ensure much closer
agreement between the PMC-generated and the known MD-relaxed structures. Whereas this would
undoubtedly be very useful in the preparation of relaxed starting configurations of amorphous polymers, an
improved growth procedure based on a different model than the MD simulations is less satisfactory and
would have to be considered on a case-by-case basis.

2.4.4 Polyvinyl chloride (PVC).....and PEO revisited
To see if the case of PEO was the general rule or just an exception further investigations were carried

out on a second polar polymer, PVC 3 2. The basic formula of the PVC-homologue model used was
Me-(CHCl-CH2)m-CHCl-Me, with Me representing a united-atom methyl group, otherwise all other atoms
were treated explicitly. This definition allows both ends of each molecule to be considered equivalent. PVC
is known to occur in either isotactic, syndiotactic or atactic forms. While the latter is by far the most common
in practice it is much simpler to use a stereoregular structure to compare single-chain and bulk melt models
in the best conditions. In the end the main PVC study was subsequently limited to the isotactic case in order
to reduce the required number of simulations to manageable proportions.

As before, theoretical melt chain statistics were generated within the local energy approximation
using the pivot MC approach. These were then compared to those found in bulk melt samples of chain sizes
with the number of backbone atoms nb = 5, 7, 15, 23 and 31 containing approximately 1000 atoms at 600 K.
In this case it was found that good agreement could be achieved but only by extending the range of the local
interactions in the pivot MC sampling to include interactions between backbone groups separated by ns=5
backbone bonds, i.e. so-called "1...6" interactions. Figure 2.4.7 shows the characteristic ratio as a function of
the number of backbone bonds for the bulk melt chains and the theoretical ones generated using both ns=4
and ns=5.
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atoms in a chain, nb, for PMC-sampled configurations with ns=4 (open circles) and
ns=5 (crosses), compared with those relaxed by MD (filled squares).

The reason why 1...6 interactions had to be included in PVC was demonstrated in 3 2. With ns=4 only 1...5
backbone interactions are considered and overlaps between  1...6 groups were found to be brought about by
sequences of consecutive gauche states of the same sign in these isotactic chains. By including 1...6
interactions in the definition of the local energy these overlaps were removed and, as can be seen from Fig.
2.4.7, the theoretical chain statistics were then in very good agreement with the MD results. Thus it could be
concluded that, so long as attention is paid to the definition of the local energy, good agreement can be
achieved even in polar polymers.

Further tests made on PVC models without charges and also with more PEO-like charge
distributions also showed good agreement with theory and the bulk melt simulations 3 2. Attention thus
switched back to PEO to try and explain the reason for the failure in this one particular case of the theory to
predict the melt configurations. Various further trials were made using different charges on the oxygen and
hydrogen atoms 3 2. The evidence gathered pointed to the specific charge distribution in PEO which leads to
the "gauche effect", i.e. the preference for torsions around C-C bonds to be predominantly in the gauche
state, being responsible. In all cases where this was removed, by changing the charge distribution, then the
melt chain configurations could again be well predicted.

Within the model PEO chains the ‘1...5’ C-H...O intramolecular electrostatic interactions play a
dominant role in the gauche effect. In order to clarify the obvious differences between models with and
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without a gauche effect, probability density distributions functions were calculated for the key ‘1...5’
C(i)...O(i+4) distances. For the standard model of PEO these functions are given in Fig. 2.4.8.
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Figure 2.4.8 Probability densities for intramolecular ‘1...5’ C...O distances for the standard model of

PEO with nb=17 at 400 K. The PMC-sampled theoretical configurations with ns=4
(broken line with open circles) are compared to those relaxed by MD (solid line).

Both the PMC-sampled and MD-relaxed configurations exhibit peaks at the same location. However, the
intensity of these peaks clearly differs in Fig. 2.4.8 for the standard model of PEO, whereas in all non-
gauche-effect cases (plots not shown) they do. The first peak at 2.6-3.6 Å corresponds to the closest ‘1...5’
C(i)...O(i+4) distances and consequently directly to the gauche effect. It is much stronger for isolated chains
than for molecules in the bulk melt, and suggests in the latter a competition between intramolecular and
intermolecular interactions. This hypothesis was supported by the evidence presented in Fig. 2.4.9, where the
intramolecular gintra(C...O) and the intermolecular ginter(C...O) contributions to the C...O radial distribution
function are shown in the same range of distances than Fig. 2.4.8.
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Figure 2.4.9 Radial distribution functions for the C...O interactions in the MD-relaxed standard PEO

model with nb=17 at 400 K. Both intramolecular gintra(O...C) (broken line with open
circles) and intermolecular ginter(O...C) (solid line) contributions to the total radial
distribution function are shown.

A similar peak at 2.6-3.6 Å is still visible in the intramolecular structure, but ginter(C...O) becomes
increasingly predominant from approximately 3.1 Å. An oxygen taking part in a gauche effect may
obviously interact instead with a CH2 group belonging to a different molecule, thus allowing some of
C-C-O-C torsions to return to their intrinsically favoured trans conformations. Indeed, the weaker MD peak
at 2.6-3.6 Å is followed in Fig. 2.4.9 by a stronger peak at 3.8-4.5 Å, which indicates a lengthening of some
‘1...5’ intramolecular C(i)...O(i+4) distances. Taking into account only local intramolecular interactions to
describe the polar gauche effect in these molecules clearly cannot account for the competition it encounters
in the melt. However, the local energy approximation is valid for PEO model melts as soon as this highly
specific polar feature is removed.

2.4.5 Conclusions
Given the simplicity of the theoretical approach its success in predicting the configurations of chains

in the corresponding bulk melt is quite impressive. Only when specific strong intramolecular interactions
exist does the method fail and these are probably the exception rather than the rule. Without any hard and
fast rules regarding the definition of what interactions to use in specifying the "local" energy it is always
better to compare results with those obtained in the bulk melt. These of course have to be performed on
chains which are capable of being relaxed within a reasonable amount of time, i.e. relatively short chains.
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However, one thing which this work emphasizes, and something often forgotten with the concentration on
long chains, is that it is in fact the shorter chains which show the most change in characteristic ratio and are
thus their behaviour is more important in determining the limiting value.

2.5 Polymer electrolytes
2.5.1 Introduction

Polymer electrolytes are ionically conducting systems formed by dissolving salts in a polymer matrix
and are technologically interesting particularly with regard to battery production. Poly(ethylene oxide), PEO,
with the monomer unit -(CH2-CH2-O)-, is especially suited as a polymer host in these systems because of
its availability, low toxicity, high chemical stability, and its ability to solvate a wide variety of inorganic salts
ranging from alkali, alkaline earth, lanthanide to transition metals 33-36. The distance between electron-donor
oxygens on the PEO backbone is optimal to efficiently multi-coordinate with the cations and compensate for
the lattice energy of the salts 3 5.

In addition to the good salt complexation capabilities of PEO, the lability of the cation-oxygen bond
and the low barriers to rotation around the backbone bonds make for potentially significant ionic transport
3 6. The situation is, however, complicated by the tendency of PEO to crystallize in helical structures 3 7; at
room temperature, as much as ~70-85% of pure PEO will be crystalline 3 8. It is now well established that
diffusion occurs in the amorphous regions 3 9, and thus crystallinity is usually seen as a hindrance to efficient
ionic conductivity. Much of the experimental work in polymer electrolytes has been aimed at 'amorphizing'
PEO-based or related systems, e.g. by including plasticizers 4 0, but then new problems, such as poor
mechanical strength, have then appeared. To date, PEO-based systems are still the most widely studied
polymer electrolytes.

Despite the extensive experimental work carried out on these systems the mechanisms of ionic
transport remain unclear in many respects as do certain aspects of the structure like the formation of ionic
pairs. It is now well accepted that cation transport in high molecular-weight polymers above the glass
transition temperature, Tg, is associated with the dynamical relaxation modes of the polymer chain. Anions
are not as strongly solvated by the polymer host as the cations, and tend to move into available holes in the
structure.

In this context, computer simulation methods appear promising as a complement to experimental
approaches. A fully atomistic model was thus developed for molecular dynamics simulations of both pure
PEO and PEO/NaI. The approach taken was a systematic step-by-step one in which parameters were first
tested and fine-tuned using the crystalline structures of PEO 41,42 and PEO3NaI 4 3 before the model was
used to study the charge conducting amorphous phases of PEOxNaI 44-46.

2.5.2 Potential Optimization in Crystalline PEO and PEO3NaI
Since there is still little structural information available on the amorphous phases of PEO-based

systems, successful simulations of the known structures of PEO and PEO3NaI crystals were considered as
an essential first step towards the development of a realistic potential for PEO/NaI systems. Both crystals
contain close-packed helical coils of PEO which were modelled in the simulation as effectively infinite
chains by bonding one end of the chain to the other end of the nearest periodic image. A number of
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parameter trials were then made, firstly on pure PEO and then afterwards on PEO3NaI. Schematic
representations of the two structures are given in Figs. 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.

In determining the degree to which a certain parameter set was reproducing the properties of the real
systems emphasis was placed on the extent to which the models preserved the X-ray structures and the
behaviour of the pressure tensor. If a system is in mechanical equilibrium then all three on-diagonal
components of the pressure should be the same and equal to the ambient hydrostatic pressure and all off-
diagonal components should be zero. In the model systems being simulated an immediate problem arose in
that conventional methods of measuring the pressure tensor could not cope with systems which used
"infinite" chains, rigid constraints and Ewald summations. For this reason a new hybrid scheme of
calculating the pressure tensor had to be first developed 4 2. Essentially the mechanical definition of the
pressure tensor was mostly used, but the thermodynamic definition was also resorted to for those forces (i.e.
the Fourier space part of the Ewald sum) where the former is not applicable.

A large number of parameter combinations were tried for crystalline PEO. Short 20 ps NVT
simulations were carried out at 300 K with an MD box containing 2 × 2 × 2 monoclinic PEO
crystallographic unit cells, i.e. 1568 atoms in 16 chains. The sensitivity of the pressure tensor to small details
of the potential provided an effective criterion for assessing possible parameter sets and this was illustrated
in  4 2. With the optimized parameter set a longer simulation of the crystal was carried out 4 1.
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b = 13.04 Å

a sin β = 6.56 Å

(a)

c = 19.48 Å

b = 13.04 Å

(b)
Hydrogen            Oxygen            Carbon

Figure 2.5.1 A schematic representation of the published crystal structure of PEO 3 7, viewed (a) along
and (b) perpendicular to the chain axis. For clarity only backbone atoms are shown in
(b).
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Oxygen              Sodium           Carbon                 Iodine

a = 18.15 Å

b = 8.41 Å

(a)

a sin γ = 15.34 Å

c = 7.98 Å
(b)

Figure 2.5.2 A schematic representation of the published crystal structure of PEO3NaI 4 7, viewed (a)
down the c axis (fibre axis) and (b) along the b axis. Hydrogen atoms are omitted.

For PEO3NaI all the parameters for the polymer-polymer interactions were directly transferred from
the crystalline PEO work. However, the ion-ion and ion-polymer interactions had to be added to this set so a
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new series of short 20 ps NVT simulations was carried out at 300 K with an MD box containing
1 × 3 × 3  monoclinic PEO3NaI crystallographic unit cells, i.e. 828 atoms in total and 6 polymer chains.
Longer 100 ps production runs were then carried out with the potential selected from the trials 4 3 . For these
PEO3NaI simulations, though, an empirical correlation was found between Pxy and the γ angle of the cell. It
was found that Pxy could be minimized by increasing γ from 122.3o to 123.8o, whilst scaling the b parameter
from 8.41 Å to 8.56 Å to maintain a constant density. PEO3NaI production runs were thus undertaken for
two MD cell shapes; the first used the published crystallographic cell, and the second used the cell modified
in the manner described above.
 The magnitudes of the displacement vector between the experimental crystallographic position and
the MD-averaged position are displayed in Figs. 2.5.3a and 2.5.3b for PEO and PEO3NaI, respectively.
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Figure 2.5.3 Magnitudes of the mean vector displacements between the experimental crystallographic
and the MD-averaged positions for all atoms in the asymmetric unit of (a) PEO and (b)
PEO3NaI. Atoms are ordered according to their position in the respective asymmetric
units, i.e. in (a) the seven (O-C-C) monomers and in (b) iodine as no. 1, sodium as no.
2, and then the three (O-C-C) monomers. In (a), the thick horizontal line indicates the
expected rms displacement of atoms based on the experimental isotropic temperature
factor, and the thin line shows the average displacement for all atoms in the PEO
asymmetric unit over the MD simulation. In (b), data are shown for both PEO3NaI
models studied, and are compared to the experimental rms displacements, <ui

2>1/2 , for
each atom. Thin lines indicate the average displacement for all atoms in the PEO3NaI
asymmetric unit over the MD simulations.

All atoms clearly lie very close to those positions expected from experiment and the standard deviations,
although not shown, in the magnitudes of the displacement vectors are all less than 0.55 Å. This excellent
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agreement was confirmed for pure PEO by calculating an X-ray ‘powder’ diffraction profile from MD-
derived coordinates, and comparing it with an experimental profile 4 1.

Another interesting comparison with the X-ray data was the sequence of average torsional angles
along the PEO fibre, Fig. 2.5.4. Despite artificially imposing symmetry through the use of infinite chains
and periodic boundary conditions, the systems naturally adopt the experimentally determined (7/2) and (6/1)
helices in PEO and PEO3NaI, respectively, with the sequence of average torsion angles repeating itself every
asymmetric unit. The spread in average torsional angles from the MD simulation is much smaller than that
predicted by the X-ray data for crystalline PEO 3 7. As it would require an extremely strong intermolecular
force to maintain a torsional angle 20° from its minimum, the MD model might actually be a better starting
structure for further position refinement than the distorted fibre X-ray diffraction-refined study.
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Figure 2.5.4 Average values for the OCCO (a) and COCC (b) dihedral angles from the MD
simulation (filled circles) and from the X-ray determined coordinates (open squares) as
a function of the dihedral position along a polymer fibre in crystalline PEO. In (a), the
gauche+ and gauche- wells have been symmetrized. The horizontal lines represent the
overall average MD values for each type of dihedral angle.
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With the ultimate purpose of the work in mind, the degree of agreement between the MD models and
the X-ray structures was considered sufficient. In PEO there are good reasons to treat the refined X-ray data
with some circumspection and so there is little to choose between them. In PEO3NaI the model has some
problems to reproduce in exactly the same way the zigzag chains of alternating cations and anions 4 3. These
ionic chains rearrange themselves in a slightly "flatter" structure than that reported in the diffraction study 4 7.
Whether this is due to the use of point charges for the ions in the model is an issue which remains to be
resolved. Discrepancies are, however, small in MD terms.

2.5.3 Preparation of amorphous relaxed PEO and PEOxNaI systems
An amorphous relaxed sample of PEO was generated by growing a single chain of 142 EO

monomers (431 backbone atoms and 1009 atoms in total) at 400 K using pivot MC-sampling, and then
allowing the system to relax to mechanical and conformational equilibrium using MD. The average density,
<ρ>, of this system after relaxation is plotted with those of the smaller chain bulk melts discussed in Section
2.4.3., as a function of the inverse polymer chain length in Fig. 2.5.5. The extrapolation of the mean
densities is clearly very consistent with experiment and provides good evidence of the transferability of the
potential, developed for crystalline PEO, to amorphous PEO.
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Figure 2.5.5 Relaxed average densities, <ρ>, of PEO bulk melt systems at 400 K,  plotted as a
function of the inverse chain length of the polymer, 1/nb (filled circles). Error bars are
contained within the symbols. An estimate of the density of molten PEO obtained from the
work of van Krevelen 4 8 and the experimental value of Roe 4 9 are indicated by the arrows.

Despite the misgivings detailed in the Section 2.4 about the pivot MC growth procedure when
applied to PEO, the lack of any better alternative methods meant that there was little choice but to persevere.
The fact that the density of the amorphous model agreed reasonably with experimental data and extrapolated
linearly from the equilibrated shorter chain length systems was certainly reassuring. In any case, as the main
interest lay in the local structure and dynamics of the ions within the polymer matrix, details of the large
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scale structure of the polymer chains were probably less important although it was probably worth bearing in
mind.

In the final stage of preparation amorphous PEOxNaI systems, x = 48, 20 and 3, were generated by
distributing randomly the appropriate numbers of Na+ and I- ions in the periodic MD box of the relaxed
PEO-sample at 400 K 4 4. MD simulations were then carried out for each of the three salt concentrations
both at 400 K and at 500 K. A comparison of the specific volumes and the energies for pure and mixed
systems supported the visual evidence that all PEOxNaI systems were single-phase under the conditions
specified.

2.5.4 Polymer mobility
The conformation of the polymer chain upon introduction of ions remained on the whole relatively

similar to that of pure PEO. However, salt concentration and temperature both influenced its mobility, as can
be discerned from the normalized autocorrelation functions for the gauche state for the polymer backbone
OCCO angles shown in Fig. 2.5.6. The CCOC angles in the trans state show the same tendency towards
lower polymer chain flexibility with increased ionic concentration, i.e. an anti-plasticiser effect, and decreased
temperature. Relaxation times exhibited by our models are in good agreement with the value of ~10-10 s
reported for the segmental motions of the polymer chain 3 5.
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Figure 2.5.6 The normalized autocorrelation functions calculated for the polymer backbone OCCO
angles in the gauche state at (a) 400 K and (b) 500 K. The results for different
PEOxNaI systems are compared to those for pure PEO.

2.5.5 Local structure around cations in PEOxNaI
The structure around the sodium cations within the PEO matrix has been analysed in great detail

44,45. With regard to ion conduction, the presence or absence of ion clusters is important and so these were
monitored 4 4. At the highest salt concentrations all the ions were effectively in one "cluster", or percolating
network rather, so the picture that emerges is one of an extended salt network intertwined with the polymer
chain. At lower concentrations clusters certainly exist but the lack of statistics prevents any definitive
statements to be made about their distribution of sizes.

At low concentrations the cations are preferentially coordinated by continuous oxygens on the same
strand of polymer. It is common for as many as 6 continuous oxygens to pack around a single cation. Such
polydentate loops are similar to the coordination of cations by crown ethers. Anions compete for
coordination with the oxygens and the probabilities of so-called ‘NaOmIn complexes’ has been given in 4 5.
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Many combinations of (m,n) values are seen although some, particular the NaO3I2 complex, appear more
stable than others. At the lowest salt concentrations, iodines tend to be replaced by two oxygens to give
NaO5I1 and NaO7I0 complexes.

The geometry of the NaOmIn complexes have also been studied in detail 4 5. The angles subtended by
successive oxygens on the same PEO strand forming ligands with the same sodium cation are on average
around 60°. The strands of successive oxygens also tend also to form into planar loops. Any coordinated
iodines tend to be perpendicular to these planar loops. Examples of the coordination around a sodium ion
are shown in Fig. 2.5.7.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Key:  = O   = CH2   = Na+   = I-

Fig. 2.5.7 Stereo views of NaOmIn complexes with (a) one iodine ligand in the PEO20NaI system at
400 K, (b) two iodines ligands in the PEO20NaI system at 500 K and (c) the X-ray
refined PEO3NaI structure 4 7. ‘Bonds’ have been drawn between the cation and its
ligands. In the latter case, the radius of coordination to the cation was set to 3.8 Å to be
consistent with our simulations of the bulk melt.
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2.5.6 Ion mobility
From a technological point of view, one of the most important properties of solid polymer

electrolytes is their ability to conduct electricity. In these materials the conductivity is related to the diffusion
of ions in the polymer matrix. Experimentally the diffusion is known to steadily fall as viscosity increases,
due to the stiffening effect of the added salt and the increase in ion association 36,50. Reported diffusion
coefficients of ions in PEO are typically in the range 10-11 to 10-10 m 2 s -1 50,51. This order of resolution is
not accessible to MD simulations carried out on a nanosecond time-scale on nanometre-sized samples with
very few ions. In agreement with simulations of similar systems 5 2, our own calculations for the ions in
PEOxNaI systems showed that the mean square displacements were very small on the nanosecond time-
scale and amount to average displacements of only a few Ångstroms. In addition, they were prone to erratic
behaviour and differed substantially depending on which part of the simulation was analyzed. This was
hardly surprising, given the expected diffusion coefficients and the small numbers of ions over which
averages were taken.

The erratic behaviour of the mean squared displacements could be traced in fact to distinct
diffusional steps that were occurring. On closer inspection a rich array of various jump events could be
observed in the vicinity of the cation coordination spheres, including hopping between neighbouring sites on
the polymer chain, replacement of an anion by oxygen atoms and replacement of oxygen ligands by an
anion. A number of these are illustrated in Fig. 2.5.8.
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Figure 2.5.8 Examples of dynamical changes in the coordination shell around cations featuring (a)
the replacement of two oxygens by an iodine in two steps, (b) the replacement of two
oxygens by an iodine, (c) the replacement of an iodine by two oxygens, and (d) the
replacement of an oxygen by another oxygen situated a bit further along the polymer
chain. Note that in (a), (b), and (c), both oxygens involved in the events are only
separated by two carbons.

A particularly interesting pattern of motion involves cations moving along the PEO chain in distinct
steps. Such motions have been characterized in detail in Refns. 44,45 and an illustration is given in Fig. 2.5.9.
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Figure 2.5.9 Cation jump between neighbouring sites on the PEO chain. ‘Bonds’ to the cation indicate
those oxygen and iodine ligands that are found within 3.8 Å of the sodium. Please note
that in all snap-shots, exactly the same atoms are displayed and the viewing angles are
identical. The sequence is taken from the local environment of Na1011 in the simulation of
the PEO20NaI system at 500 K at (a) 325 ps, (b) 326 ps and (c) 327 ps.

2.5.7 Phase separation
In a further paper the response of the three amorphous PEOxNaI model systems to a temperature

increase from 500 K to 1000 K and a cooling back down to 500 K was investigated. Although such a
computational procedure did not allow for even quasi-equilibrium to be reached at a given temperature,
interesting trends were obtained by monitoring the evolution of a number of properties. Thermodynamic
analyses showed that the systems underwent a net modification upon heating and that this was not fully
reversible when they were returned to their initial temperature. The polymer conformations were rather
insensitive to the temperature cycle but did indicate some restructuring at the highest salt concentration. Ionic
association was clearly very affected for all systems under study by the rapid increase in temperature, and
both Na+ and I- ions settled into single clusters containing all the ions in the simulations. These final phase-
separated states were very stable, irreversible on the time-scale of the simulations, and in accordance with
experimental findings on the so-called 'salting-out' effect.

2.5.8 Conclusions
There is no doubt that the results of the amorphous polymer electrolyte simulations outlined above

give a good qualitative picture of the structure and short time dynamics of these types of systems.
Quantitative measurements of diffusion coefficients require a substantial investment of computer time but
with the parallel computers now available this is possible. It would be instructive, for instance, to see if the
diffusion coefficients followed the same trend with increasing concentration as seen experimentally. Actual
quantitative comparisons with experimental data would probably show up some of the fundamental
weaknesses of the model; in particular the complete disregard of polarisability. In the near future it is
conceivable that such effects could be incorporated at least in an approximate manner.
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3. Biopolymers

3.1 Introduction
The time and length scales that can be reasonably simulated using classical atomistic simulations are

still major limitations for these techniques. Indeed, many technologically and biochemically interesting
systems which extend over distances greater than 10 nm and/or relax on time scales longer than a
nanosecond are too time consuming to simulate. In the area of biochemical research, for example,
membranes containing typically many thousands of atoms 5 3 are increasingly popular subjects of simulation
studies. While tens to hundreds of picoseconds are considered adequate for the study of their structural
properties 54-57, transport of molecules through membranes will require far longer simulations. Diffusion
through membranes of relatively small molecules such as helium and methane 5 8, monovalent ions 5 9 and
benzene 60,61 have been reported, but, significantly, long trajectories of  ~1 ns were necessary in the latter
case. Clearly, extending these calculations to the case of the membrane permeation of even a relatively small
antibiotic molecule such as valinomycin 6 2 will require even longer trajectories. The same remarks also apply
to the study of membrane permeation through pores formed by proteins 63-66, as well as to reactivity in
enzymes 6 7.

In the previous chapter, similar problems with long relaxation times were encountered in the study of
polymer melts. In that case, a domain decomposition algorithm was developed for the highly specific linear
homopolymer system in question and it was clearly demonstrated that parallel computers can deliver
impressive increases in performance if they are efficiently programmed. In general, though, the biochemical
and technological systems are not limited to molecules with relatively straightforward connectivities so we
were faced with the problem of extending the domain decomposition method to molecules of arbitrary
connectivity. Solving this problem opens up the prospect of simulating systems of a much larger scale than
was ever previously possible and thus the opportunity of advancing our understanding of many processes at
a fundamental level. In this final chapter, it is first shown that it is indeed possible to generalize the domain
decomposition approach to systems of arbitrary connectivity. After implementing this new algorithm, we also
start tackling problems previously considered too time consuming.

3.2 Parallel Molecular Dynamics
3.2.1 Introduction

Early attempts at parallelizing MD simulations were largely limited to atomic systems and to highly
specific problems, e.g. 9,68-71. During this time, a number of strategies were proposed for mapping MD onto
multiple-instruction multiple-data (MIMD) machines based on either particle decomposition, i.e. assigning
particles to home processors using their indices, or domain decomposition, i.e. assigning particles to
processors according to their position in space 68,69,72-76. Although there have been more recent developments
involving force decomposition 77,78 and attempts to combine strategies 7 9, the problem has remained that the
best parallel solution for a particular simulation depends on factors like the average number of particles per
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processor and the speed of the individual processors. However, for large scale simulations where there are
many more particles than processors, there is little doubt that domain decomposition (DD) is the optimum
approach.

In the DD strategy, each processor element (PE) is responsible for particles residing in a particular
sub-volume of the MD box and each processor accumulates the total forces on the particles in its domain
and integrates their equations of motion. Although DD is relatively straightforward to implement for atomic
systems in which only pair interactions exist (and there are now numerous examples 28,71,74,80-85), the
connectivity of molecular systems introduces a number of new difficulties 29,86. These can be summarized as
follows:-

(1) Multiparticle potentials and specialized constraints require that the group of n atoms involved in the
calculation be simultaneously known by one PE which is assigned to carry out the necessary
computations.

(2) Particles subject to rigid constraints may lie in different domains. The procedure SHAKE, generally
used to impose rigid constraints, implies a communication between processors at each of several
iterations.

(3) Not all pairs of atoms interact via non-bonded pair potentials.

As a result of the above, most attempts to parallelize general purpose MD codes have relied on simpler to
implement particle decomposition techniques 87-93 which are unsuitable for large-scale simulations as each
processor requires a knowledge of all atomic positions. Some improvement is possible using force
decomposition techniques 7 7 but, as yet, there are only a few examples in the literature of DD MD programs
being used for molecular systems 29,86,94-96.

Chynoweth et al 9 4 have described a DD method in which space is divided in just two dimensions (2-
D) and each PE is responsible for a column of the system, but they give few details of how they handled the
connectivity problem. Esselink and Hilbers 8 6 have also used a 2-D partitioning of space with a method
which guarantees that all n atoms of a multi-particle system will be found by just one PE. In partitioning
space in only two dimensions, both these latter methods incur some communication penalties for not using
the optimum 3-D decomposition 2 8. Furthermore, they also perform more communications than is required
for a search of all interacting pairs.

Clark et al 9 5 have recently presented a program called EULERGROMOS, which is a parallel version of
the general purpose MD program GROMOS. They use domain decomposition to calculate the non-bonded
forces but incur some redundancy by evaluating the same pair forces in different domains. Their method has
the advantages that it is not limited to domains of size greater than the potential truncation distance and that it
can also be operated in a self load-balancing mode. However, to evaluate the bonded forces, each processor
has to scan the global connectivity table to extract those terms involving atoms in its own domain, a process
which probably also involves some redundant calculations and which they admit could limit the scalability of
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the algorithm. This may be a marginal issue in the case where CPU costs are dominated by the calculation of
the non-bonded forces but it is likely to be fairly crucial in the cases where they do not.

Plimpton et al 9 6 have also recently described a fairly comprehensive general purpose parallel MD
program, called LAMMPS, which incorporates multiple time step methods and efficient Coulombic sums. For
the bonded forces, however, they either scan a global connectivity table or use a 'hash table', but few details
are given of the latter approach.

We have developed a method which allows the optimum 3-D decomposition of space to be combined
with an efficient minimum communication scheme and non-redundant  search for all interacting pairs 2 8. We
have then shown how this can be retained in a DD code capable of handling model linear homo-polymers 2 9.
This algorithm for molecular DD incorporated a parallel SHAKE algorithm to constrain bond lengths, and a
crude, but effective, method to handle the three- and four-body forces which were used to restrict the
flexibility of the linear molecules. The feasibility of being able to use a parallel SHAKE algorithm was seen as
an important part of this work. The generally quoted reason for choosing rigidly constrained bonds as
opposed to flexible ones in molecular dynamics simulations is that of a means of saving CPU time; the
relatively high frequency of most realistic chemical bond vibrations implies that short time steps have to be
used for stable integration of the equations of motion. However, a second and much more fundamental,
although less well appreciated, problem with the dynamics of classical systems where there are modes of
motion with widely separated frequencies present, is that of equipartition of kinetic energy. It is possible for
the coupling between modes to be so poor as to make equilibration times extremely long 9 7. For this latter
reason alone it is important to retain the constraints routine in the DD framework. It is worth pointing out
that although multiple time step methods, e.g. 9 8, can overcome the problem of short time steps, they cannot
address the problem of poor coupling. Our method was then extended to molecular systems of arbitrary
connectivity 9 9.

In the following section, some general remarks are made about our implementation of domain
decomposition. We then extend this approach to molecular systems of arbitrary connectivity. Many of the
features used in homo-polymers 2 9 are retained, but a totally new method is implemented for searching for all
n atoms which constitute a group (henceforward referred to as an ‘n-plet’) required for a multi-particle
potential or a rigid constraint. Further details can be found in a recent article 9 9 and in the on-line manual for
the gmq and ddgmq programs 100.

3.2.2 Domain decomposition: General considerations
In the DD scheme used, the atoms are initially assigned to the Npx×Npy×Npz=Np processors on the

basis of the x, y and z coordinates, i.e. 3-D decomposition of space. The exact shape of the MD box does
not have to be orthorhombic and assignments are actually carried out using the set of scaled coordinates
si =  h -1ri where the matrix h={a, b, c} is defined from the basis vectors of the MD box. The scaled space
is cubic and facilitates easy assignment of particles to processors. The scaled space also facilitates the
assignment of atoms to the Ncx×Ncy×Ncz=Nc  link-cells within each domain. The link-cell strategy 101 is

useful both as a way to speed up the creation of a neighbour table 101 and as a means of determining which
atoms lie close to domain boundaries and thus have to be communicated to neighbouring domains.
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At this point, each PE is only aware of particles in its own domain. As atoms are assigned to
processors, it is inevitable that some molecules will be distributed among two or more of them.
Decompositions based on molecular centres-of-mass can avoid this problem 102 but they are not an option in
the general case where molecules span many domains.

Once the assignments to domains and link-cells have been made, the first step is a search for all
interacting pairs of atoms. This requires the communication of those coordinates required by other domains
to complete their "working" environment. In order to minimize communications at this stage, the
conventional link-cell search pattern is modified 2 8. A schematic representation of the form of the
modification in 2-D is shown in Fig. 3.2.1; the extension to 3-D follows straightforwardly.
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Figure 3.2.1 A schematic 2-D representation of the link-cell neighbour search pattern used in the
domain decomposition program. The thick black lines mark the boundaries between
regions which different processors are responsible for. In this example all the 16 link-
cells that are resident on the central processor (numbered in bold type) are searched
using the pattern shown. In addition all the particles in the received cell 16 are
interacted with those in 22.

A link-cell search for interacting pairs normally treats each link-cell in the same way. Particles within a link-
cell are interacted amongst themselves and then with the contents of half the 26 (8 in 2-D) nearest neighbour
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link-cells 101. If this search method was to be applied in a domain decomposition code, it would require direct
or indirect communications with 17 (5 in 2-D) of the nearest neighbour processors. By modifying the search
pattern of link-cells according to their position within a domain, direct and indirect communications are only
required with 7 (3 in 2-D) of the nearest neighbour domains and can be accomplished efficiently with just
three (two in 2-D) communication steps. The flow of information during these three communication steps 2 9

is demonstrated in Fig. 3.2.2.
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Figure 3.2.2 The flow of information in the communication stage prior to the all-pair search. The
figure shows an initial set of 2×3×4 link-cells in a domain (top left). At the first
communication step all PEs pass to their southern neighbour all the coordinates of sites
in the link-cells on their southern periphery. This results in each PE now having access
to coordinates in an extra layer of link-cells (top right). Two further communication
stages follow, to the east and to the above neighbours, in an analogous manner to give
the final working environment (lower right).
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As can be seen from Fig. 3.2.2, a subject domain's working environment of link-cells is built up by
communications in each of the three perpendicular directions, i.e. with respect to the aforementioned scaled
space used to assign particles initially to PEs. The nomenclature used is that the neighbouring PE in the -y
(“southward”) direction is called South, that in the +x (“eastward”) direction is called East and that in the
+z “upward” direction is called Above. In the first stage of communication, each PE simultaneously sends
information for all particles found on the southern layer of link-cells to its southern neighbour. At the same
time, each PE receives some information from its northern neighbour. This increases the working
environment of a PE by one layer of link-cells. In the second and third stages similar exchanges occur in the
other two directions, as shown in Fig. 3.2.2.

Following this initial communication stage, each processor has access to enough of the coordinate
information to perform its share of the all-interacting-pairs search. This initial pair search not only allows the
interaction of all non-bonded pairs but also the formation of neighbour tables of non-bonded pairs. These
neighbour tables are used in subsequent steps until they become redundant. In the worst possible case, this
is when any site has diffused a distance greater than or equal to half the shell width (a parameter used in the
construction of the neighbour table 2 9) since the last rebuild. Only at this stage is it also necessary for sites to
get reassigned to different PEs, should they have diffused out of their previous home PEs, so as to ensure
that sites appear in their correct link-cells for the next rebuild. Subsequent steps are handled by the
neighbour tables and other lists formed so it is irrelevant if a site wanders out of the region that its home PE
is nominally responsible for.

3.2.3. Domain decomposition for molecular systems
The main problem encountered in applying domain decomposition to molecular systems is the

unique identification of the n-plet groups required for multi-particle potentials and constraints. In their work
on a domain decomposition algorithm for a molecular system, Esselink and Hilbers 8 6 show that, as long as
the distance between any two atoms in an n-plet is no greater than that of the truncation distance of the
non-bonded pair potential, it is certain that at least one processor will have all the n atoms in its working
environment. As a result, no extra communication costs need to be incurred over those of the search for all-
interacting-pairs. The same result was also found for linear chain systems 2 9, despite the fact that a different
communication environment was used.

Given the above guiding principle, the problem thus reduces to one of identifying that processor
which will be temporarily responsible for a particular n-plet and signalling to it that this is the case. In the
work on linear homo-polymers, advantage was taken of the fact that all atoms were of the same type and that
atoms bonded together were identifiable by their global indices 2 9. Despite this relatively simplified
connectivity, the unique identification of the triplets and quadruplets proved quite a difficult problem. In the
most general case, atom type and connectivity, although both fully specified, are completely arbitrary. For
this reason, the previous approach had to be abandoned in favour of a more general one applicable to n-plets
of any size. Extensive details of the solution are given in 9 9; in summary it involves the following novel
features:-
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(i) In addition to its coordinates and velocities, each atom carries around with it details of its atom type,
global atomic index, global molecular index and information concerning the neighbours with which it
is has ‘bonded’ interactions.

(ii) All bends, torsions and groups requiring special constraints, e.g. those for CH2 groups as in 103, are
assigned to a particular atom and are also carried by this atom whichever processor it moves to.

(iii) At the first step, and other steps where the neighbour lists etc. have to be rebuilt, a table is required
indicating the local index and processor identity of all atoms known to each PE, i.e. both those a
processor is directly responsible for and all those it receives during the communication stages prior to
the search for all interacting pairs.

(iv) Using the tables formed in (iii), any two atoms found during the pair search to be involved in a ‘bonded’
interaction make further lists which contain each others indices and processor identities in all the PEs they
are known in. This information is communicated back to each atom’s home PE at the end of the pair search.
By doing this, each atom knows for each of its ‘bonded’ neighbours all PEs in which they both appear in
and their local indices therein. It is then a simple matter of finding for each n-plet the processor which is
aware of all n atoms and signalling to it that it is responsible for that n-plet. This procedure allows each PE
to build lists of all the n-plets it will handle for this and following steps until the lists are deemed redundant.

Although this procedure increases some of the communication costs, much of the information is
invariant for the period that each processor works with the same set of atoms, i.e. between neighbour table
rebuilds, and so the effect of the extra overhead is ameliorated.

3.2.4 The general purpose parallel MD code ddgmq
Using the techniques summarized above, an existing general purpose scalar code, gmq, has been

successfully parallelized. The working code, ddgmq, has been implemented on  Silicon Graphics Power
Challenge and Origin 2000 machines with communications between processors being handled by calls to the
MPI message passing library. The force-field utilised is fairly standard containing harmonic bond stretching
and angle bending potentials, a torsion potential (expressed as a sixth order polynomial in the cosine of the
dihedral angle) and also a potential to limit the out of plane motions of certain planar groups. Non-bonded
interactions take the form of a Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential  in tandem with a Coulombic potential operating
between charged species; more about the Coulombic potential is said in the next section. The program also
contains a parallel SHAKE algorithm to handle both rigid bond constraints and special CH2 constraints.

Simulations are performed using 3-D periodic boundary conditions within a primary MD box
defined by three arbitrary basis vectors, i.e. even triclinic cells can be simulated. Techniques are implemented
for allowing control of the temperature and the pressure tensor in the system. Full details of the functionality
of the gmq and ddgmq codes and their mode of operation can be found in the manual 100.

3.2.5 Coulombic summations
A very important issue within domain decomposition, and MD in general, is the treatment of the

Coulombic potential. From several studies already conducted  104-108, it is very clear that approximate
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techniques which either simply truncate the 1/r potential or force it to zero using a switching function lead to
drastic unphysical effects which only disappear when the significant long-range part of the Coulomb
potential is handled in a proper manner. In three dimensionally periodic systems, lattice summation
techniques such as the Ewald method 109 can be used. The Ewald summation nominally fits well into a
domain decomposition strategy, and is currently used in ddgmq, as the sum over reciprocal lattice vectors, k
(defined with respect to the matrix of basis vectors h as

k = 2π ( h- 1 )t (L,M,N)t,

with L , M and N integers) requires just the atom coordinates whilst the real space calculation is short-ranged
and can be simply incorporated with the non-bonded pair force calculation. However, problems do exist with
the Ewald summation when systems become large in extent, in that the number of k with a modulus (the
determining factor in the convergence of the reciprocal space sum) less than a certain value increases for a
fixed cut-off in real space. The scaling of the method is thus non-linear and ultimately the cost becomes
prohibitive.

Alternative methods with better scaling characteristics do exist and current opinion favours particle
mesh approaches 110. These involve solving Poisson's equation on a regular grid and three variants are
currently under investigation for use in ddgmq. The first is based on the original particle-particle particle-
mesh (P3M) description of Hockney and Eastwood 111 and uses fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques.
The second is the particle mesh Ewald approach of Darden et al 112,113 which also uses FFT methods. The
third approach uses an iterative scheme to solve Poisson's equation on the grid 114 which, although not
normally competitive with FFT techniques, has two possible advantages. First, it requires only near-
neighbour communications and thus does not have the problems related to distributing the 3-D FFTs, and
second, the method is, according to Beckers et al 114, adaptable to only partially-periodic or non-periodic
systems. This is not possible for the FFT methods which necessarily impose periodicity. The ability to be
able to treat systems with limited periodicity is important with regard to projects involving interfaces like
membranes simulations mentioned above.

Despite the obvious need for more efficient Coulombic summations, the code as it stands is being
used at the moment in various projects to perform ~1 ns simulations involving up to ~100000 atoms with
full account taken of the electrostatic interactions. The new parallelized general MD code can perform such
computations in reasonable times (2 or 3 weeks). Such simulations were unfeasible to do within a reasonable
time scale using scalar codes. In the following sections these various projects are described.

3.3 Protein folding
3.3.1 Introduction

Even though it has long been known that the amino acid sequence of a protein encodes all the
information necessary for that protein to fold into its 3-D form 115, predicting the tertiary structure of the
protein given this sequence alone still remains a very difficult task. Some recent work, however, has shown
that certain amino acids in the primary sequence are more important than others concerning the folding
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process 116. Ultimately, an understanding of the molecular basis for the sequence-structure relationship will
allow rational modifications of the structure and stability of existing proteins and the design of new proteins
able to perform specified functions 117.

Although it is still unfeasible to follow the entire folding process using explicit MD simulations, the
problem can be split into a number of tractable related parts which are open to investigation. In the following
two sections, two different complementary approaches to the folding problem are summarized for molecules
for which there is experimental data already available.

3.3.2 T4-Lysozyme
Bacteriophage T4-lysozyme is a single-chain globular polypeptide containing 164 amino acid

residues and having a molecular weight of 18700. Its carboxyl-terminal domain consists mainly of  α-
helices while its amino-terminal domain includes both β-sheets and α-helices. These two domains are
connected by a long α-helix. The active site is located at the junction of the two domains, opposite to the
helix linking the two domains, and it might be expected that the positioning of one domain relative to the
other will be critical for catalytic activity 118. The crystal structure of the native form of the protein has been
accurately determined 119 and numerous amino acid replacements have been produced by appropriate
mutagenesis and cloning 120. For several of these mutants, crystal structures are also available from the
Protein Data Bank, giving precise information about the influence of a given mutation on the stability of the
protein. From experimental studies, it has been established that several of these mutants display large
hinge-bending displacements compared to the native structure.

As experimental studies of the transient intermediate structures adopted during the protein folding
process are extremely difficult to carry out, computer simulation techniques are expected to  provide
information about the underlying mechanisms. These simulations form part of a combined
theoretical/experimental investigation of the folding/unfolding properties of T4-lysozyme with a particular
focus on the role of the constitutive α-helices which are known to play an important role in the formation of
higher order structures 121.

Rather than performing investigations on the whole protein, joint efforts have first concentrated on
the stability of several helical pieces of the complete structure. These studies will increase in complexity
towards packing calculations inside each domain. Some insight should thus be gained into the inherent
stability of several constitutive structural elements, independent from their protein context first, before adding
in more medium-range interactions. Particular attention is devoted to the central α-helix connecting both
domains which seems to play a pivotal role with regard to the alignment of the two domains. This step-by-
step analysis will enable estimations of the contribution of the different types of molecular interactions
(intra- versus inter-domain interactions) to be made to the free energy of protein stabilization, and to better
characterize the effect of solvent on each of them. This last aspect is particularly important as is it thought
that protein self-organization at physiological temperatures is determined mainly by the entropy gain in the
protein plus solvent system. Moreover, several models of protein folding, such as the kernel, the diffusion-
collision and the molten globule models, could therefore be tested.

From the above considerations, the folding problem of T4-lysozyme can thus be resolved into four
different sub-problems:
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(i) stability of the central helix connecting the two domains,
(ii) stability and packing properties of helices in the C-terminal domain,
(iii) stability and packing properties of helices and sheets in the N-terminal domain,
(iv) stability of the whole protein.

In a first step, computer simulations on all the constitutive structural pieces of T4-lysozyme will be carried
out independently of the others. These pieces will then be associated progressively in a steps of increasing
complexity. Finally, the whole protein could be considered if necessary. Such a stepwise procedure seems
justified from recent experimental studies. First, it has been shown that the constitutive pieces of T4-
lysozyme are stable and have structural similarities with the native protein itself 122. Second, there is evidence
123 which suggests that hydrophobic medium-range forces predominantly influence T4-lysozyme stability
and thus determine the folding pathway 124.

For these studies, the logical starting point are the constitutive helices of T4-lysozyme. It is known
that the stability of short polypeptide helices in solution probably plays an important role in protein folding
125. Experimental studies, designed to test the effect on catalytic activity following changes in the alignment
of the two domains in T4-lysozyme, have already been carried out 118. By substituting various residues in the
long α-helix connecting both domains by proline, it was expected that significant distortion would take place
and hence change the relative orientations of the upper and lower domains. The residues chosen for
substitution were in that case the middle section of the long α-helix (residues 60-80), i.e. Gln-69, Val-71,
Asp-72 and Ala-74. All mutants could be purified, except for the Val-71 proline substituted one which was
either highly unstable or was rapidly degraded by proteolysis. The other three had catalytic activity in the
range 50-90% of that of the pure form. The structural changes induced by the mutations are then used to try
and rationalise these changes in activity.

In an analogous way, a series of MD calculations have been started using a model of just the
interesting middle α-helical section of T4-Lysozyme, i.e. roughly from residues 60 to 80. The native
structure and the Asp-72 and Gln-69 proline substituted systems have so far been simulated using MD. The
fragments were first placed in boxes containing water. Overlapping water molecules were then removed and
as many counter-ions as necessary were added in order to maintain charge neutrality.

In all of these, and the following, sets of calculations, the consistent valence force field (CVFF) was
the basis of the interaction potential. The potential used in ddgmq differs slightly from that used in CVFF in
two respects. First, the angle bending term is, for computational reasons, harmonic in the cosine of the angle,
rather than in the angle itself 9 9. Second, the out-of-plane potential is harmonic in the distance of the central
(trivalent) atom from the plane of the other three. This form was preferred to the improper dihedral form as
the latter is ill-defined; there being three possible definitions of the improper dihedral angle and hence three
different energies. In both the angle bending and out-of-plane bending cases we obtain the corresponding
force constant for use in ddgmq from the CVFF form by equating the curvatures at the minimum of the
potentials.
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For the native case, the system contained the protein fragment (361 atoms), 3036 water molecules
and one Na+ counterion for a total of 9470 atoms at an initial density of 990.6755 kg m-3. This system was
equilibrated at 300 K over a period of 20 ps using loose-coupling to a thermal bath 1 8 and a coupling
constant, τT, of 1 ps. It was then allowed to relax under NpT conditions, again using a loose-coupling
method 1 7, at an applied isotropic pressure, p, of 1 bar. After a further 100 ps, the average system pressure
had relaxed to that desired and the volume was again fixed giving a final density of 976.6833 kg m-3. A
longer constant volume simulation was then carried out with very loose-coupling to the thermal bath using a
τT of 10 ps, i.e. just sufficient to prevent the temperature drifting away from 300 K. The total length of the
simulation was 2400 ps including the equilibration. During this entire period the protein fragment retained
its helical structure. With the Ewald summation parameters (α=0.3 Å-1, Rc=8.5 Å, Kmax=14) optimized to
give a less than 10 bar differential between the direct and indirect calculations of the reciprocal space
contribution to the pressure 4 2 and a tolerance of 10-5 used in the SHAKE routine maintaining all bond
lengths rigid, the ddgmq program required about 0.95 s of CPU time per 1 fs time step (i.e. ~26 days of
CPU time for the 2400 ps) on 12 processors of an SGi Origin 2000. The final configuration of the protein
fragment is shown in Fig. 3.3.1

Figure 3.3.1 A stereo image of the native structure of the fragment of the long α-helix linking the two
terminal domains in T4-Lysozyme. The plot shows the structure at the end of a 2.4 ns
simulation in water at 300 K.

For the Gln-69 proline substituted case, the system contained the protein fragment (358 atoms), 3036
water molecules and one Na+ counterion for a total of 9467 atoms at an initial density of 990.139 kg m-3.
The system was first energy minimized before being heated to 300 K over a period of 10 ps by simply
setting the desired temperature to this value and using τT=1 ps. However, the protein fragment unfolded
within this period. Whether this was due to a real instability of the fragment or resulted from the relatively
rapid heating is not fully established yet. Certainly during the heating phase non-equipartition of the kinetic
energy was apparent with the temperature evaluated from just the centres-of-mass translational degrees of
freedom rising to over 500 K before falling back to 300 K. A second simulation has been carried out with a
much slower linear rate of heating of 3 K per ps. Using this approach the fragment has remained stable
during the 100 ps heating phase and a further 100 ps equilibration at 300 K.
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In the light of the previous result, the system size was increased in the Asp-72 proline case in order
to have a larger separation between the periodic images of the protein fragment, particularly if partial
unfolding occurred. Thus the full system contained the protein fragment (363 atoms) and 16907 water
molecules for a total of 51084 atoms in a cube of side length 80 Å, i.e. at an initial density of
996.0785 kg m-3. With the larger system size the Ewald parameters were re-optimized and the following set
is being used {α=0.2 Å-1, Rc=11.5 Å, Kmax=10}. The real space cut-off chosen allows for a 3×3×3
domain decomposition to be made and on 27 processors of the SGi Origin 2000 the ddgmq code runs at
about 1.38 s per time step. At the moment, this system is being energy minimized before being equilibrated
at 300 K.

Data from these simulations are currently being analysed and a paper is in preparation 126.
3.3.3 Ubiquitin

An alternative way of approaching the problem of folding in proteins is to look at the unfolding
behaviour while assuming that the process of denaturing (unfolding) follows the same pathway as the
folding. The so-called "cold-denaturing" process of globular proteins is a general phenomenon and can be
induced in various ways, for example by a jump in temperature, a change in solvent or by varying the pH 127.
Another way is by increasing the pressure, which does have certain advantages, and a number of
experimental studies have been made using this approach 128-132.

Human ubiquitin is a relatively small 76-residue cytoplasmic protein that serves as a protein
degradation signal when conjugated to another protein 133. Its structure in the folded native state consists of
an extended β-sheet and an α-helix surrounding a pronounced hydrophobic core 134; the native structure of
ubiquitin is shown in Fig. 3.3.2. It is also known to have unfolded and partially folded structures which have
been studied experimentally using NMR techniques, both at ambient 133,134 and raised pressures 128, and by
simulation methods at ambient pressures 135. It is thus a good candidate for a simulation study of the
pressure induced cold-denatured states.
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Figure 3.3.2 A stereo image of the structure of ubiquitin.

To this end we have initiated an MD simulation of ubiquitin in aqueous solution. The initial structure
was taken from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (http://www.pdb.bnl.gov) and first solvated in a cubic
box of side length 80 Å. 16588 waters were added so that the system contained 50995 atoms altogether at a
density of 996.9837 kg m-3. This system was first energy minimized before being gradually heated from
0 K to 300 K over a period of 30 ps using loose-coupling to a thermal bath 1 8 and a coupling constant, τT,
of 1 ps. Equilibration was then continued for another 20 ps before the system was allowed to relax under
NpT conditions, again using a loose-coupling method 1 7, at p=1 bar. After a further 100 ps the system
density had smoothly relaxed to a value of 970.3 kg m-3. The relaxation of the system density and pressure
are illustrated in Fig. 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.3.3 The behaviour of the sub-averaged (1 ps intervals) density and pressure from the

simulation of ubiquitin in water. Up until 50 ps the volume is constant, thereafter the
volume is allowed to change in response to the imbalance between the internally
measured and externally applied pressure of 1 bar. Note the smooth exponential
relaxation accorded by the loose-coupling method.

On 27 processors of an SGi Origin 2000, the ddgmq program requires about 1.96 s of CPU time
per 1 fs time step. In the next stage, the stability of the model ubiquitin will first be checked by performing a
long simulation under ambient conditions. Should this first stage be completed satisfactorily, the system will
then be subjected to a gradually increasing pressure and monitored for any changes in configuration.

3.4 Enzymes
3.4.1 Introduction

Of the many different types of enzymes, two important classes involved in many biological functions
are the serine (R=CH2-OH) and cysteine (R=CH2-SH) proteases. Both catalyse the breaking of peptidic or
esteric bonds by hydrolysis. The catalysis in the case of serine protease involves two other residues, aspartic
acid (R=CH2-CO2H) and histidine (R=CH2-C3N2H3), with the hydroxyl group of serine acting as a
nucleophilic agent whilst the imidazole of histidine behaves as an acid/base.
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Among the serine proteases, the bovine trypsin, a pancreatic trypsin involved in digestion, has been
studied for more than 40 years. Nevertheless, its reaction mechanism is not completely understood. Notably
the extraordinary stability of the complex formed between bovine trypsin and BPTI (Bovine Pancreatic
Trypsin Inhibitor) is not really explained. The conformation of this complex is often used in the reactivity
studies as a model of the Michaelis complex, which generally leads to the formation of the acyl-enzyme and
then to the hydrolysis of the protein substrate. The overall aim of this work is to understand why there is no
hydrolysis of the BPTI, why this complex does not lead to the cleavage of the peptidic bond of BPTI and
why there is no nucleophilic attack of the serine. For this reason, an accurate study of the trypsin-BPTI
interaction in the active site of this complex is well under way.

The work on BPT is also important with regard to a second serine protease being studied, human
Hageman Factor XII-a. There is a certain homology between the two and so the inhibitors of this second
enzyme will first be modelled in complexes with BPT, as a number of the 3-D structures are available, to see
if there is a general mechanism of inhibition. Ultimately the aim is to use the findings of the work on BPT to
understand the same process in Factor XII-a and possibly suggest better inhibitors. Before this can be done,
however, a model of Factor XII-a has to be developed (there being no X-ray structure available) and verified.

In the cysteine proteases there are also two other residues involved in the catalysis; a histidine and an
asparigine (R=CH2-CONH2). It is thought that the active site is the zwitterionic form, Asn...His+...Cys-, in
which the thiolate functions as a nucleophile during the early stages of the catalysis. However, it is not
known if this zwitterion is the most stable form or, indeed, whether it is involved in the catalysis.

To try and answer these questions an investigation of the stability of different states of the
Asn...His...Cys catalytic triad in Glyceraldehyde-3 Phosphate Dehydrogenase has begun. There are a
number of possibilities as the histidine has two tautomeric forms, δ and ε, and a charged state, His+, and the
cysteine can be neutral or charged, Cys-. The more likely forms will be studied using hybrid quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations, but in the first stage it will be necessary to optimise
the structures using MD and energy minimization.

3.4.2 Bovine Pancreatic Trypsin
The Bovine Pancreatic Trypsin Inhibitor (BPTI) is a naturally occurring protein of 58 amino-acids

which inhibits the Bovine Pancreatic Trypsin (BPT) serine protease. It binds to the active site of BPT by a
complex network of hydrogen bonds. The native structure of BPTI is stabilised by three disulphide bridges
and consists of a 310 (N-terminal part) helix, an anti-parallel β-sheet and an α−helix (C-terminal part).

The portion of BPTI in contact with the active site of BPT resembles that of a bound substrate to
such an extent that it is hard to explain why no reaction occurs between them. Instead of reacting, the two
form an extremely stable complex with the association constant being one of the highest known
(1013 mol-1). The structure of the BPT/BPTI complex has been resolved by X-ray crystallography and the
associated PDB file was used as the starting point of the modelling calculations.

The catalytic triad is formed by three aminoacids, histidine E57,  aspartic acid E102 and serine E195.
The lysine I15 of BPTI is the P1 site, its side chain is maintained in the S1 site of the trypsin by hydrogen
bonds between the NH+

3
   group and two amino-acids, an aspartic acid (E189) and a serine (E190). We can

note the presence of at least three water molecules, which could play a role in the stability of the complex by
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forming hydrogen bonds with both amino-acids of BPTI and amino-acids of trypsin. This complex is very
interesting because BPTI places a peptidic bond between a Lysine (I15) and an Alanine (Ala I16) in the
catalytic triad of trypsin, exactly as a cleavable peptide would do, with the side chain of the Lysine in the
binding pocket. It is for this reason that the complex is often used as a model of a transition state for the
reaction between trypsin and its substrates. In this case, though, one has to suppose that the peptidic bond
between Lys I15 and Ala I16 assumes a tetrahedral conformation. There is, however, no nucleophilic attack
from the serine on this bond and consequently no formation of the acyl-enzyme. It is, thus, interesting to try
to understand why such a conformation of the active site does not lead to the activation of the enzyme.

As the significant BPT/BPTI interactions are mostly hydrogen bonds, the local self-consistent field
(LSCF) hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical method 136 has been used to study the strength of
these bonds and potential proton transfers; the LSCF treatment allows a small sub-system, here the catalytic
site and the ”substrate”,  to be treated quantum mechanically whilst the rest of the system is represented by
classical atoms fixed in space. These calculations have, though, proved sensitive to whether neutralising
counter-ions were placed close to the charged amino-acid groups. Since these LSCF calculations were done
in a vacuum with only two (fixed) layers of water molecules, performing completely classical MD
simulations with the system immersed in bulk water and with proper account taken of the long-range part of
the Coulombic interactions is very useful. The more representative arrangement of the counter-ions expected
from such a simulation can then be used as input to a new set of LSCF calculations.

In these MD simulations, the BPT molecule contained 230 residues (3220 atoms) and the BPTI
molecule 58 residues (892 atoms). The system also contained a Ca2+ ion, 8 Na+ ions and 22 Cl- ions along
with 17611 water molecules for a total of 56976 atoms altogether. The potential used was based on the
standard CVFF one. Initially this system was contained within a cube of side length 80 Å
(ρ=1003.5 kg m-3). After equilibration at 300 K for 20 ps, the system was allowed to relax under NpT
conditions at an applied pressure of 1 bar. After a period of 100 ps, the pressure had relaxed to the desired
value and the volume was again fixed; the new density being ~988.6 kg m-3. The simulation was then
continued under NVT conditions using loose-coupling to a thermal bath and a coupling constant of 10 ps
for another 880 ps for a total simulation duration of 1 ns. With the following Ewald summation parameters
(α=0.2 Å-1, Rc=12 Å, Kmax=10) and a tolerance of 10-5 used in the SHAKE routine maintaining all bond
lengths rigid, the program used 1.9 s of CPU per 1 fs time step on 27 processors of the SGi Origin 2000.

The results of this simulation are currently being analysed in terms of the electric field generated by
the system around the catalytic site. This analysis will then be used as a start point for further LSCF
calculations and findings will be published.

3.4.3 Human Hageman Factor XII-a
Without an X-ray structure for Factor XII-a, other methods have to be used to construct an initial

3-D model. At LCTN, the SWISS-PROT sequence (FA12_HUMAN, P00748) of  the human Factor XII
precursor (EC 3.4.21.38) has been considered so as to extract from it the sequence of amino acids ranging
from Val373 to Ser615 corresponding to the heavy chain of β Factor XII-a. This sequence of amino acids
was then used to search for similarities with other protein sequences using the EMBL databank and the
FASTA 137 program. From the results obtained this way, it appeared that, apart from Factor XII encountered
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in other species, the best homology was obtained with three protein types: the hepatocyte growth factor
activator (47.7% identity), the tissue plasminogen activator (40.7% identity) and the urokinase-type
plasminogen activator (39.4% identity). For the last two of these, X-ray structures were recently made
available; PDB codes 1rtf and 1lmw, respectively, for the tissue plasminogen activator and the urokinase-type
plasminogen activator. The sequence alignment between the β Factor XII-a and the protease part of these two
plasminogen activators was then used next for homology modelling.

The Homology program of the BIOSYM modelling package assigned co-ordinates for the β Factor
XII-a backbone based on the homology with parts of the 1rtf and 1lmw 3-D structures. The side-chains were
positioned according to their most suitable similarities with the corresponding amino acids in the target 1rtf
and 1lmw proteins. To add the missing parts, the loop searching procedure proposed in the Homology
program was used.

The crude 3-D model of β Factor XII-a thus obtained was next refined using several rounds of
energy minimisation procedures and the Discover 93.0/3.0.0 ®  BIOSYM program. In the first step, the
backbone of the regions of β Factor XII-a having a good similarity with those of 1rtf and 1lmw proteins
were frozen. Next all constraints were removed and the structure fully energy-refined until convergence with
the conjugate gradient algorithm. No cut-off was used in these calculations and the dielectric constant was
chosen as distance dependent. The N- and C-terminal groups were considered as charged as well as the Arg,
Lys, Asp and Glu residues.

The final configuration of the system, relaxed in the way described above, was then placed in a
periodic MD box of side length 80 Å. Water molecules were added in order to fill the box to a realistic
density (1001.75 kg m-3). The full system thus contained the β Factor XII-a (3574 atoms), 12 Na+ ions
neutralizing the charge on the system, and 15682 water molecules, i.e. a total of 50632 atoms altogether. This
system was subjected to MD simulations using the parallel program ddgmq with the potential based on the
standard CVFF one. After equilibration at 300 K for 20 ps, the system was allowed to relax under NpT
conditions at an applied pressure of 1 bar. After a period of 180 ps, the pressure had relaxed to the desired
value and the volume was again fixed; the new density being 987.24 kg m-3. The simulation was then
continued under NVT conditions using loose-coupling to a thermal bath and a coupling constant of 10 ps
for another 800 ps for a total simulation duration of 1000 ps. With the following Ewald summation
parameters (α=0.2 Å-1, Rc=11.5 Å, Kmax=10) and a tolerance of 10-5 used in the SHAKE routine
maintaining all bond lengths rigid, the program used 1.68 s of CPU per 1 fs time step on 27 processors of
the SGi Origin 2000. After the 1 ns MD simulation, the system was cooled to 1 K using MD before a final
energy minimization was performed.

Preliminary analysis of the results of the MD simulation at 300 K show that the biopolymer chain
relaxes to a stable conformation within the 1 ns.  The final minimized configuration will be compared to
models produced by two other labs in Porto and Rio de Janeira. The findings of this study will then be
published. The model of β Factor XII-a will then be used in studies of naturally occurring and synthetic
inhibitors of trypsin and β Factor XII-a itself in order to better understand the inhibition of these serine
proteases and, hence, ultimately produce more potent ones.
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3.4.4 Glyceraldehyde-3 Phosphate Dehydrogenase (GAPDH)
The structure of GAPDH available from X-ray crystallographic studies does not contain the

positions of the hydrogen atoms. It has thus been necessary to add these taking into account the following
considerations. The active site of the enzyme contains the cysteine and histidine residues, Cys149 and His176,
respectively. These are able to be considered as neutral or charged. For cysteine, the neutral form contains
the S-H thiol group. When in the charged state the proton is lost and so the thiol becomes a thiolate group,
S-. For histidine, there are two tautomeric forms of the imidazole ring (Imδ or Imε), named according to
which of the nitrogens (Nδ or Nε) carries the hydrogen. Thus the histidine itself has two forms, histidine(δ)
and histidine(ε). In the charged state, histidine(+), both nitrogens are associated with a hydrogen and the
imidazole ring carries a charge of +1, Im+. There are then six possible pairings of His176 and Cys149.

At the optimum pH for the activity of the enzyme, it is thought that the pair exist as S-/Im+ in
equilibrium with the neutral form SH/Im (either SH/Imδ et SH/Imε). Under acidic conditions, the SH/Im+

pair should predominate whereas under alkaline conditions the forms S-/Imδ and S-/Imε are more likely to
occur.

The first stage of this project is therefore to optimize the structure of the GAPDH tetramer. The
starting point for this work is the X-ray structure of GAPDH taken from the bacteria stearothermophilus.
However, in the X-ray structure, the cysteine group is oxidized and carries a bulky group which distorts the
system with respect to that required. If the thiol is simply substituted for the bulky group, an energy
minimization runs the risk of finding a local minimum which does not  correspond to the optimal structure.
For this reason, the following procedure was carried out.

The GAPDH was placed in an MD box of side length 100 Å. The box was then filled with water.
The system thus contained the tetramer (3 glyceraldehyde molecules of 70 atoms each plus the 20462 atoms
in the protein chain), 68 Na+ ions, 52 Cl- ions and 26146 water molecules, i.e. a total of 99230 atoms
altogether at a density of 1029.928 kg m-3. Using the ddgmq program, this system was first energy
minimized to remove high energy overlaps resulting from the introduction of the water molecules. A
molecular dynamics simulation was then performed in which the temperature was raised gradually to 300 K
at constant volume. This was achieved by initially randomizing the velocities using a Gaussian distribution
characteristic of 300 K and setting the temperature loose-coupling constant to 1 ps. After 20 ps of MD, the
system had relaxed at the desired temperature. It was then quenched by setting the required temperature to
1 K using MD. After 10 ps, the system was energy minimized. A second period of MD at 300 K followed
in the same way. This time, the total period of dynamics was extended to 100 ps before the system was
quenched and energy minimized in the same way as before. With the following Ewald summation
parameters {α=0.2 Å-1, Rc=11.5 Å, Kmax=10} and a tolerance of 10-5 used in the SHAKE routine
maintaining all bond lengths rigid, the program used the amounts of CPU per 1 fs time step shown in the
following table on the 64 processor SGi Origin 2000 in Nancy.
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No. of
Procs.
(Np)

CPU time
per step / s

(τp)

%Efficiency
200*τ2/Np*τp

Speed-up
2∗τ2/τp

1 Too much memory required for the Origin 2000 in Nancy
2 51.46 100 2
4 20.93 122.9 4.9
8 9.03 142.5 11.4
12 5.95 144.1 17.3
18 4.37 130.9 23.6
27 3.30 115.6 31.1
36 2.40 119.4 43.0
48 1.81 118.3 56.8
64 1.47 109.6 70.2

At the time of performing the tests the memory was insufficient to compile the code to run on just 1
processor so the efficiencies and speed-ups shown are all relative to the two-processor result. For this large
system ddgmq delivers good performance up to the maximum number of processors available.

The MD calculations on the GAPDH will be continued to see if the structure relaxes further.
However, from the structure already generated, the hybrid QM/MM calculations will be initiated. These will
study the variation of the reactivity as the SH group is changed to an OH group. These results will be
compared to ab initio studies of the model systems CH3OH/methyl-Imidazole and
CH3SH/methyl-Imidazole. The results will also be compared to experimental data where possible.
Ultimately, the reaction path should be amenable to study with the QM/MM method including all the various
stages of the reaction, transition states, energy barriers etc.

3.5 Drug design
3.5.1. Introduction

Integrins are a widely expressed family of cell surface adhesion receptors consisting of α
and β subunits 138. Integrin αIIbβ3 was the first integrin to be identified and has subsequently been the most
studied. It is known that it facilitates binding between fibrinogen and platelets during the platelet aggregation
process leading to thrombus formation 139. Disintegrins are a family of low molecular weight proteins
originally isolated from the venom of snakes belonging to the viperidae family 140, but also later from the
venom of certain leeches and ticks 141. The primary amino acid sequences of the disintegrins are highly
homologous and all these proteins are cystein-rich, forming disulphide bridges which confer on them a
structurally constrained core 140,142. Disintegrins inhibit the adhesive functions of a variety of integrins on
cell surfaces.

Almost all disintegrins contain the sequence RGD, which is known to be a recognition site
for numerous integrins 138,141,143. An exception to this is barbourin, a disintegrin which contains the KGD
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sequence instead of RGD, and which selectively inhibits αIIbβ3 144. All the disintegrins inhibit the αIIbβ3
receptor present on platelet and megakaryocyte surfaces via their RGD (or KGD) sequence. It is interesting
then to study their amino acid sequences and their three dimensional structures in order to elucidate the
active conformation of the RGD binding sequence. Five structures have been obtained using two-
dimensional NMR spectroscopy ; those of kistrin 145, decorsin 146, flavoridin 147,148, dendroaspin (also
referred to as mambin) 149,150 and echistatin 151-153. Except for decorsin, for which the RGD-containing
region is well defined, this binding site is situated for the four other disintegrins at the apex of a relatively
flexible loop protruding from the rigid core of the protein. Therefore, although the core structure could be
relatively well resolved using NMR spectroscopy data, the three-dimensional structure of this most
interesting region remains ill-defined for the majority of these disintegrins. Molecular modelling can then aid
in the determination of the solution structures of the RGD loop. It was thus decided to carry out a simulation
of a disintegrin in aqueous solution in order to elucidate the spatial conformations of the RGD sequence and
the structures of the neighbouring amino acids forming the hairpin loop. To validate the molecular dynamics
calculations, the results will be compared to NMR spectroscopy data.

3.5.2 Echistatin
Echistatin is a small peptide containing 49 amino acids (713 atoms) which is found in the venom of

the saw-scaled viper, Echis carinatus. It is a member of the disintegrin family of natural peptides which
inhibit blood coagulation by blocking the platelet-fibrinogen binding. Many members of this family have
been studied since antiplatelet therapy became a useful means of preventing acute thrombo-embolic artery
occlusions in cardiovascular diseases. Echistatin is known to be a particularly potent inhibitor of platelet
aggregation, interacting with platelets through its binding sequence Arg24-Gly25-Asp26. In addition, the high
affinity interaction of echistatin with platelets may depend upon its secondary structure too 154-156. It is,
therefore, interesting to study the structure of echistatin in solution using molecular dynamics.

Each of the eight 1H – NMR refined structures of echistatin in solution proposed by Atkinson et al.
151-153, available on-line from the Brookhaven National Laboratory Protein Data Bank WWW server
(http://www.pdb.bnl.gov) with the reference 2ech, was first energy minimized in vacuum using the CVFF
force-field to describe the interactions; these computations being carried out using the Discover 93.0/3.0.0 ®

program from Biosym/MSI of San Diego. The lowest energy conformation (model 1 in the PDB file) was
placed at the centre of a 603 Å3 cubic (periodic) cell filled with water molecules. Water molecules
overlapping with the echistatin molecule were first removed before the entire system was energy minimized.
A water molecule far from the peptide was then replaced by a chloride ion to neutralize the charge of the cell.
The resulting system, containing 6903 water molecules, an echistatin molecule and one chloride ion, (21423
atoms in total at a density of 997.97 kg m-3), served as a starting point for molecular dynamics simulations.
With a time step of 1 fs, this system was followed for 2200 ps in total. These latter simulations used the
parallel general purpose MD code ddgmq 99,100 with the potential used being based on CVFF. The values
used throughout for the Ewald summation were (α=0.29 Å-1, Rc=8.5 Å, Kmax=14). Although these values
may seem sub-optimal for a scalar program, the reduction of the real space truncation to 8.5 Å allows the
system to be decomposed into 3×3×3=27 domains each of ~20 Å side length and each containing the
minimum number of link-cells allowed by the code, i.e. 2 per dimension each with a length greater than Rc
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plus the shell-width (1.5 Å) used in the creation of the neighbour table. On 27 processors of the Origin
2000, the entire 2.2 ns simulation required ~25 days of CPU time, i.e. approximately 1 s of CPU time per
1 fs time step. The performance of ddgmq on this problem as a function of the number of processors is
summarized in the following table.

No. of
Procs.
(Np)

CPU time
per step / s

(τp)

%Efficiency
100*τ1/Np*τp

Speed-up
τ1/τp

1 24.20 100 1
2 12.19 99.2 2.0
4 4.98 121.4 4.9
8 2.51 120.3 9.6
12 1.80 111.9 13.4
18 1.32 101.5 18.3
27 1.02 88.0 23.8

In contrast to the much larger GAPDH system, the maximum number of domains, and hence processors, is
limited in this system to 27. It is clear that the trade-off between real-space and reciprocal space calculations
leads to some loss of efficiency the main point is that the CPU time can be reduced to a point which makes
the calculation feasible.

During the first 20 ps of the simulation, the system was brought to thermal equilibrium at constant
volume using loose-coupling (τT=1 ps) to a thermal bath 1 8 at the required temperature of 298 K. The
system was then allowed to equilibrate at the required pressure, 1 bar, again using a loose-coupling
technique 1 7. After a further 80 ps, the system density had relaxed in response to the required pressure and
the volume was then fixed for the rest of the MD simulation; the corresponding density being 979.5 kg m-3.
The temperature was controlled for a further 20 ps before the system was allowed to evolve under NVE
conditions until an elapsed duration of 1200 ps. At this point, it was noted that a slow drift in energy was
occurring despite the removal of all high frequency bond vibrations by SHAKE and a tolerance of 10-5. The
drift amounted to a rise in the temperature of ~1 K over 1 ns, so it was not considered particularly alarming.
Nevertheless for the remainder of the simulation, the loose-coupling algorithm was again used to correct this
drift. It was found that a coupling constant of 10 ps achieved the desired effect.

The data from this simulation are currently being analysed and preliminary comparisons of
experimental and simulation generated nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) maps are quite encouraging. A
paper presenting the entirety of the analyses is in an advanced state of preparation 157. A stereo image of the
final configuration of the echistatin molecules is shown in Fig. 3.5.1.
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Figure 3.5.1 A stereo image of the structure of echistatin in aqueous solution following a 2.2 ns MD
simulation at 298 K.

3.6 Conclusions
It is clear that this new parallel code in harness with the latest parallel machines delivers the kind of

compute power that allows us to make a significant step forward in the size and complexity of problems that
can be studied. The possibilities in the diverse areas of science are numerous. A few of these in the area of
the biosciences and polymer materials have been alluded to in this summary. Many more can be envisaged.
The prospects then for large scale atomistic simulations is indeed very promising in its own right. When
combined with quantum mechanical methods and continuum approaches it offers the exciting possibility of
studying reacting systems in reasonably realistic environments.
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